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Introduction by the Provost of Cornell University
unusual generosity, and with complete disregard for the
solvency of the University, crossed out the nine hundred
dollars and made it an even thousand . You can see that
we thought highly of Professor Feynman even then!
Feynman took up residence here at the end of 1945, and
spent five highly productive years on our Faculty . He left
Cornell in 1950 and went to Cal. Tech ., where he has been
ever since .

Before I let him talk, I want to tell you a little more about
him. Three or four years ago he started teaching a begin-'
ning physics course at Cal . Tech., and the result has added
a new dimension to his fame - his lectures are now pub-
lished in two volumes and they represent a refreshing
approach to the subject .

In the preface of the published lectures there is a picture
of Feynman performing happily on the bongo drums . My
Cal. Tech . friends tell me he sometimes drops in on the Los
Angeles night spots and takes over the work ofthe drummer;
but Professor Feynman tells me that is not so . Another of
his specialitiep is safe cracking. One legend says that he
once opened a locked safe in a secret establishment, re-
moved a secret document, and left a note saying `Guess
who T I could tell you about the time he learned Spanish
before he went to give a series of lectures in Brazil, but I
won't.

This gives you enough background, I think, so let me
say that I am delighted to welcome Professor Feynman
back to Cornell . His general topic is `The Character of
Physical Law', and his topic for tonight is `The Law of
Gravitation, an Example of Physical Law' .
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The Law of Gravitation, an example of
Physical Law

It is odd, but on the infrequent occasions when I have been
called upon in a formal place to play the bongo drums, the
introducer never seems to find it necessary to mention that
I also do theoretical physics . I believe that is probably be-
cause we respect the arts more than the sciences . The artists
of the Renaissance said that man's main concern should be
for man, and yet there are other things of interest in the
world . Even the artists appreciate sunsets, and the ocean
waves, and the march of the stars across the heavens . There
is then some reason to talk of other things sometimes. As
we look into these things we get an aesthetic pleasure from
them directly on observation . There is also a rhythm and a
pattern between the phenomena of nature which is not
apparent to the eye, but only to the eye of analysis ; and it
is these rhythms and patterns which we call Physical Laws.
What I want to discuss in this series oflectures is the general
characteristic of these Physical Laws; that is another level,
if you will, of higher generality over the laws themselves .
Really what I am considering is nature as seen as a result of
detailed analysis, but mainly I wish to speak about only the
most overall general qualities of nature.
Now such a topic has a tendency to become too philo-

sophical because it becomes so general, and a person talks
in such generalities, that everybody can understand him. It
is then considered to be some deep philosophy. I would like
to be rather more special, and I would like to be understood
in an honest way rather than in a vague way. So in this
first lecture I am going to try to give, instead of only the
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The Character ofPhysical Law
generalities, an example ofphysical law, so that you have at
least one example of the things about which I am speaking
generally. In this way I can use this example again and again
to give an instance, or to make a reality out of something
which will otherwise be too abstract. I have chosen for my
special example ofphysical law the theory of gravitation, the
phenomena of gravity. Why I chose gravity I do not know.
Actually it was one of the first great laws to be discovered
and it has an interesting history. You may say, `Yes, but
then it is old hat, I would like to hear something about a
more modern science' . More recent perhaps, but not more
modern. Modern science is exactly in the same tradition as
the discoveries of the Law of Gravitation . It is only more
recent discoveries that we would be talking about . I do not
feel at all bad about telling you about the Law of Gravita-
tion because in describing its history and methods, the
character of its discovery, its quality, I am being completely
modern.

This law has been called `the greatest generalization
achieved by the human mind', and you can guess already
from my introduction that I am interested not so much in
the human mind as in the marvel of a nature which can
obey such an elegant and simple law as this law of gravi-
tation . Therefore our main concentration will not be on how
clever we are to have found it all out, but on how clever
nature is to pay attention to it .
The Law of Gravitation is that two bodies exert a force

upon each other which varies inversely as the square of the
distance between them, and varies directly as the product of
their masses . Mathematically we can write that great law
down in the formula :

F= Gra
some kind of a constant multiplied by the product of the
two masses, divided by the square of the distance . Now
if I add the remark that a body reacts to a force by
accelerating, or by changing its velocity every second to an
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extent inversely as its mass, or that it changes its velocity
more if the mass is lower, inversely as the mass, then I have
said everything about the Law of Gravitation that needs to
be said . Everything else is a mathematical consequence of
those two things . Now I know that you are not all mathe-
maticians, and you cannot immediately see all of the con-
sequences of these two remarks, so what I would like to do
here is to tell you briefly of the story of the discovery, what
some of the consequences are, what effect this discovery had
on the history of science, what kind of mysteries such a law
entails, something about the refinements made by Einstein,
and possibly the relation to the other laws of physics .
The history of the thing, briefly, is this . The ancients first

observed the way the planets seemed to move in the sky and
concluded that they all, along with the earth, went around
the sun . This discovery was later made independently by
Copernicus, after people had forgotten that it had already
beeft made. Now the next question that came up for study
was : exactly how do they go around the sun, that is, with
exactly what kind of motion? Do they go with the sun as
the centre of a circle, or do they go in some other kind of
curve? How fast do they move? And so on. This discovery
took longer to make. The times after Copernicus were times
in which there were great debates about whether the planets
in fact went around the sun along with the earth, or whether
the earth was at the centre of the universe and so on. Then
a man named Tycho Brahe* evolved a way of answering the
question . He thought that it might perhaps be a good idea
to look very very carefully and to record exactly where the
planets appear in the sky, and then the alternative theories
might be distinguished from one another . This is the key of
modern science and it was the beginning of the true under-
standing of Nature - this idea to look at the thing, to record
the details, and to hope that in the information thus ob-
tained might he a clue to one or another theoretical inter-
pretation. So Tycho, a rich man who owned an island near

*Tycho Brahe, 1546-1601, Danish astronomer.
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The Character of Physical Law
Copenhagen, outfitted his island with great brass circles and
special observing positions, and recorded night after night
the position of the planets . It is only through such hard work
that we can find out anything.
When all these data were collected they came into the

hands of Kepler,* who then tried to analyse what kind of
motion the planets made around the sun. And he did this by
a method of trial and error. At one stage he thought he had
it; he figured out that they went round the sun in circles
with the sun off centre . Then Kepler noticed that one
planet, I think it was Mars, was eight minutes of arc off, and
he decided this was too big for Tycho Brahe to have made
an error, and that this was not the right answer . So because
of the precision of the experiments he was able to proceed
to another trial and ultimately found out three things .

First, he found that the planets went in ellipses around the
sun with the sun as a focus. An ellipse is a curve all artists
know about because it is a foreshortened circle. Children
also know because someone told them that if you put a
ring on a piece of cord, anchored at each end, and then put
a pencil in the ring, it will draw an ellipse (fig. 1) .

Figure 1

The two points A and B are the foci . The orbit of a planet
around the sun is an ellipse with the sun at one focus . The

*Johann Kepler, 1571-1630, German astronomer and mathematician,
assistant to Brahc.
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next question is : In going around the ellipse, how does the
planet go? Does it go faster when it is near the sun? Does it
go slower when it is farther from the sun? Kepler found the
answer to this too (fig . 2) .

planet ~Sittnn s
3 Wales
apat

Figure 2
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He found that, if you put down the position of a planet at
two times, separated by some definite period, let us say three
weeks - then in another place on its orbit two positions of
the planet again separated by three weeks, and draw lines
(technically called radius vectors) from the sun to the planet,
then the area that is enclosed in the orbit of the planet and
the two lines that are separated by the planet's position
three weeks apart is the same, in any part of the orbit. So
that the planet has to go faster when it is closer to the sun,
and slower when it is farther away, in order to show pre-
cisely the same area .
Some several years later Kepler found a third rule, which

was not concerned only with the motion of a single planet
around the sun but related various planets to each other .
It said that the time the planet took to go all around the sun
was related to the size of the orbit, and that the times varied
as the square root ofthe cube of the size of the orbit and for
this the size of the orbit is the diameter across the biggest
distance on the ellipse . Kepler then had these three laws
which are summarized by saying that the orbit forms an
ellipse, and that equal areas are swept in equal times and



The Character of Physical Law
that the time to go round varies as a three halfpower of the
size, that is, the square root of the cube of the size. These
three laws of Kepler give a complete description of the
motion of the planets around the sun .
The next question was - what makes planets go around

the sun? At the time of Kepler some people answered this
problem by saying that there were angels behind them beat-
ing their wings and pushing the planets around an orbit .
As you will see, the answer is not very far from the truth .
The only difference is that the angels sit in a different direc-
tion and their wings push inwards .

In the meantime, Galileo was investigating the laws of
motion of ordinary objects at hand on the earth. In study-
ing these laws, and doing a number of experiments to see
how balls run down inclined planes, and how pendulums
swing, and so on, Galileo discovered a great principle
called the principle of inertia, which is this : that if an object
has nothing acting on it and is going along at a certain
velocity in a straight line it will go at the same velocity in
exactly the same straight line for ever . Unbelievable as that
may sound to anybody who has tried to make a ball roll for
ever, if this idealization were correct, and there were no in-
fluences acting, such as the friction of the floor and so on,
the ball would go at a uniform speed for ever.
The next point was made by Newton, who discussed the

question : `When it does not go in a straight line then what?'
And he answered it this way : that a force is needed to change
the velocity in any manner. For instance, if you are pushing
a ball in the direction that it moves it will speed up. If you
find that it changes direction, then the force must have been
sideways . The force can be measured by the product of two
effects . How much does the velocity change in a small in-
terval of time? That's called the acceleration, and when it is
multiplied by the coefficient called the mass of an object, or
its inertia coefficient, then that together is the force. One
can measure this. For instance, if one has a stone on the end
of a string and swings it in a circle over the head, one finds
one has to pull, the reason is that although the speed is not
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The Law of Gravitation, an example ofPhysical Law
changing as it goes round in a circle, it is changing its direc-
tion ; there must be a perpetually in-pulling force, and this is
proportional to the mass . So that if we were to take two
different objects, and swing first one and then the other at
the same speed around the head, and measure the force in
the second one, then that second force is bigger than the
other force in proportion as the masses are different . This is
a way of measuring the masses by what force is necessary to
change the speed . Newton saw from this that, to take a
simple example, if a planet is going in a circle around the
sun, no force is needed to make it go sideways, tangentially ;
if there were no force at all then it would just keep coasting
along . But actually the planet does not keep coasting along,
it finds itself later not way out where it would go if there
were no force at all, but farther down towards the sun .

a
Sack

-yEFECTIOK OF MOTION
ROM STR414Nt LINE

Figure 3

(fig . 3.) In other words, its velocity, its motion, has been
deflected towards the sun . So that what the angels have
to do is to beat their wings in towards the sun all the time .
But the motion to keep the planet going in a straight line

has no known reason . The reason why things coast for ever
has never been found out. The law of inertia has no known
origin . Although the angels do not exist the continuation of
the motion does, but in order to obtain the falling operation
we do need a force . It became apparent that the origin of
the force was towards the sun . As a matter of fact Newton
was able to demonstrate that the statement that equal areas
are swept in equal times was a direct consequence of the
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The Character ofPhysical Law
simple idea that all the changes in velocity are directed
exactly towards the sun, even in the elliptical case, and in
the next lecture I shall be able to show you how it works, in
detail.
From this law Newton confirmed the idea that the force

is towards the sun, and from knowing how the periods of
the different planets vary with the distance away from the
sun, it is possible to determine how that force must weaken
at different distances . He was able to determine that the
force must vary inversely as the square of the distance .

So far Newton has not said anything, because he has only
stated two things which Kepler said in a different language .
One is exactly equivalent to the statement that the force is
towards the sun, and the other is exactly equivalent to the
statement that the force is inversely as the square of the
distance .
But people had seen in telescopes Jupiter's satellites going

around Jupiter, and it looked like a little solar system, as if
the satellites were attracted to Jupiter . The moon is attracted
to the earth and goes round the earth and is attracted in the
same way. It looks as though everything is attracted to every-
thing else, and so the next statement was to generalize this
and to say that every object attracts every object. If so, the
earth must be pulling on the moon, just as the sun pulls on
the planet. But it is known that the earthis pullingon things -
because you are all sitting tightly on your seats in spite of
your desire to float into the air . The pull for objects on the
earth was well known in the phenomena of gravitation, and
it was Newton's idea that maybe the gravitation that held
the moon in orbit was the same gravitation that pulled the
object towards the earth .

It is easy to figure out how far the moon falls in one
second, because you know the size of the orbit, you know
the moon takes a month to go around the earth, and if you
figure out how far it goes in one second you can figure out
how far the circle of the moon's orbit has fallen below the
straight line that it would have been in if it did not go the'
way it does go. This distance is one twentieth of an inch .

20
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The moon is sixty times as far away from the earth's centre
as we are ; we are 4,000 miles away from the centre, and the
moon is 240,000 miles away from the centre, so if the law of
inverse square is right, an object at the earth's surface
should fall in one second by -rloy inch x 3,600 (the square of
60) because the force in getting out there to the moon, has
been weakened by 60 x 60 by the inverse square law .
i'u inch x 3,600 is about 16 feet, and it was known already
from Galileo's measurements that things fall in one second
on the earth's surface by 16 feet . So this meant that Newton
was on the right track, there was no going back now, be-
cause a new fact which was completely independent pre-
viously, the period of the moon's orbit and its distance
from the earth, was connected to another fact, how long it
takes something to fall in one second at the earth's surface .
This was a dramatic test that everything is all right .

Further, Newton had a lot of other predictions . He was
able to calculate what the shape of the orbit should be if
the law were the inverse square, and he found, indeed, that
it was an ellipse - so he
got three for two as it
were . In addition, a num-
ber of new phenomena
had obvious explanations .
One was the tides . The
tides were due to the pull
of the moon on the earth
and its waters . This had
sometimes been thought
of before, with the diffi-
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The Character ofPhysical Law
there are tides roughly every twelve hours, and that is two
tides a day. There was also another school of thought that
came to a different conclusion . Their theory was that it was
the earth pulled by the moon away from the water . Newton
was actually the first one to realize what was going on ; that
the force of the moon on the earth and on the water is the
same at the same distance, and that the water at y is
closer to the moon and the water at x is farther from the
moon than the rigid earth . The water is pulled more towards
the moon at y, and at x is less towards the moon than
the earth, so there is a combination of those two pictures
that makes a double tide . Actually the earth does the same
trick as the moon, it goes around in a circle. The force of
the moon on the earth is balanced, but by what? By the fact
that just as the moon goes in a circle to balance the earth's
force, the earth is also going in a circle . The centre of the
circle is somewhere inside the earth . It is also going in a
circle to balance the moon. The two of them go around a
common centre so the forces are balanced for the earth, but
the water at x is pulled less, and at y more by the moon and
it bulges out at both sides . At any rate tides were then ex-
plained, and the fact that there were two a day . A lot of
other things became clear : how the earth is round because
everything gets pulled in, and how it is not round because
it is spinning and the outside gets thrown out a little bit,
and it balances ; how the sun and moon are round, and so
on.
As science developed and measurements were made more

accurate, the tests of Newton's Law became more stringent,
and the first careful tests involved the moons of Jupiter .
By accurate observations of the way they went around over
long periods of time one could check that everything was
according to Newton, and it turned out to be not the case .
The moons of Jupiter appeared to get sometimes eight
minutes ahead of time and sometimes eight minutes behind
time, where the time is the calculated value according to
Newton's Laws. It was noticed that they were ahead of
schedule when Jupiter was close to the earth and behind
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schedule when it was far away, a rather odd circumstance .
Mr Roemer,* having confidence in the Law of Gravita-
tion, came to the interesting conclusion that it takes fight
some time to travel from the moons of Jupiter to the earth,
and what we are looking, at when we see the moons is not
how they are now but how they were the time ago it took
the light to get here . When Jupiter is near us it takes less
time for the fight to come, and when Jupiter is farther from
us it takes longer time, so Roemer had to correct the obser-
vations for the differences in time and by the fact that they
were this much early or that much late. In this way he was
able to determine the velocity of light. This was the first
demonstration that fight was not an instantaneously propa-
gating material .

I bring this particular matter to your attention because it
illustrates that when a law is right it can be used to find
another one . If we have confidence in a law, then if some-
thing appears to be wrong it can suggest to us another
phenomenon. If we had not known the Law of Gravitation
we would have taken much longer to find the speed of light,
because we would not have known what to expect of
Jupiter's satellites . This process has developed into an
avalanche of discoveries, each new discovery permits the
tools for much more discovery, and this is the beginning of
the avalanche which has gone on now for 400 years in a
continuous process, and we are still avalanching along at
high speed .
Another problem came up - the planets should not really

go in ellipses, because according to Newton's Laws they are
not only attracted by the sun but also they pull on each
other a little - only a little, but that little is something, and
will alter the motion a little bit . Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus
were big planets that were known, and calculations were
made about how slightly different from the perfect ellipses
of Kepler the planets ought to be going by the pull of each
on the others. And at the end of the calculations and obser-
vations itwas noticed that Jupiter and Saturn went according
*Olaus Roemer, 1644-1710, Danish astronomer .
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The Character ofPhysical Law
to the calculations, but that Uranus was doing something
funny. Another opportunity for Newton's Laws to be
found wanting; but take courage l Two men, Adams and
Leverrier,* who made these calculations independently and
at almost exactly the same time, proposed that the motions
of Uranus were due to an unseen planet, and they wrote
letters to their respective observatories telling them - `Turn
your telescope and look there and you will find a planet' .
`How absurd,' said one of the observatories, `some guy
sitting with pieces of paper and pencils can tell us where to
look to find some new planet .' The other observatory was
more . . . well, the administration was different, and they
found Neptune!
More recently, in the beginning of the twentieth century,

it became apparent that the motion of the planet Mercury
was not exactly right. This caused a lot of trouble and was
not explained until it was shown by Einstein that Newton's
Laws were slightly off and that they had to be modified .
The question is, how far does this law extend? Does it

extend outside the solar system? And so I show on Plate 1
evidence that the Law of Gravitation is on a wider scale
than just the solar system. Here is a series of three pictures
of a so-called double star . There is a third star fortunately in
the picture so that you can see they are really turning around
and that nobody simply turned the frames of the pictures
around, which is easy to do on astronomical pictures . The
stars are actually going around, and you can see the orbit
that they make on figure 5 . It is evident that they are attrac-
ting each other and that they are going around in an ellipse
according to the way expected . These are a succession of
positions at various times going around clockwise . You will
be happy except when you notice, if you have not noticed
already, that the centre is not a focus of the ellipse but is
quite a bit off. So something is the matter with the law? No,
God has not presented us with this orbit face-on ; it is tilted

"John Couch Adams, 1819-92, mathematical astronomer. Urbain
Leverrier, 1811-77, French astronomer.
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21 July, 1908

September, 1915

10 July, 1920

Plate 1 . Three photographs taken at different times of the same
double star system .



Plate 2. A. globular star cluster

Plate 3 . A spiral galaxy

Plate 4 . A cluster of galaxies

Plate 5 . A gaseous nebula



Plate 6 . Evidence of the creation of new stars
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Figure 5

at a funny angle . If you take an ellipse and mark its focus
and hold the paper at an odd angle and look at it in pro-
jection, you will find that the focus does not have to be at
the focus of the projected image. It is because the orbit is
tilted in space that it looks that way.
How about a bigger distance? This force is between two

stars ; does it go any farther than distances which are not
more than two or three times the solar system's diameter?
Here is something in plate 2 that is 100,000 times as big
as the solar system in diameter ; this is a tremendous number
of stars. This large white spot is not a solid white spot ; it
appears like that because of the failure of the instruments to
resolve it, but there are very very tiny spots just like other
stars, well separated from each other, not hitting one
another, each one falling through and back and forth in this
great globular cluster. It is one of the most beautiful things
in the sky ; it is as beautiful as sea waves and sunsets . The
distribution of this material is perfectly clear . The thing
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that holds this galaxy together is the gravitational attraction
of the stars for each other. The distribution of the material
and the sense of distance permits one to find out roughly
what the law of force is between the stars . . . and, of course,
it comes out that it is roughly the inverse square. Accuracy
in these calculations and measurements is not anywhere
near as careful as in the solar system .
Onward, gravity extends still farther . That cluster wasjust

a little pin-point inside the big galaxy in plate 3, which
shows a typical galaxy, and it is clear that again this thing
is held together by some force, and the only candidate that
is reasonable is gravitation . When we get to this size we have
no way of checking the inverse square law, but there seems
to be no doubt that in these great agglomerations of stars
- these galaxies are 50,000 to 100,000 light years across,
while the distance from the earth to the sun is only eight
light minutes - gravity is extending even over these distances .
In plate 4 is evidence that it extends even farther. This is
what is called a cluster of galaxies ; they are all in one lump
and analogous to the cluster of stars, but this time what is
clustered are those big babies shown in plate 3 .

This is as far as about one tenth, maybe a hundredth, of
the size of the Universe, as far as we have any direct evidence
that gravitational forces extend . So the earth's gravitation
has no edge, although you may read in the papers that
something gets outside the field of gravitation . It becomes
weaker and weaker inversely as the square of the distance,
divided by four each time you get twice as far away, until it
is lost in the confusion of the strong fields of other stars .
Together with the stars in its neighbourhood it pulls the
other stars to form the galaxy, and all together they pull on
other galaxies and make a pattern, a cluster, of galaxies .
So the earth's gravitational field never ends, but peters out
very slowly in a precise and careful law, probably to the
edges of the Universe .
The Law of Gravitation is different from many of the

others . Clearly it is very important in the economy, in the
machinery, of the Universe ; there are many places where

The Law of Gravitation, an example ofPhysical Law
gravity has its practical applications as far as the Universe
is concerned. But atypically the knowledge of the Laws of
Gravitation has relatively few practical applications com-
pared with the other laws of physics . This is one case where
I have picked an atypical example. It is impossible, by the
way, by picking one of anything to pick one that is not
atypical in some sense . That is the wonder of the world . The
only applications of the knowledge of the law that I can
think of are in geophysical prospecting, in predicting the
tides, and nowadays, more modernly, in working out the
motions of the satellites and planet probes that we send up,
and so on ; and finally, also modernly, to calculate the pre-
dictions of the planets' positions, which have great utility
for astrologists who publish their predictions in horoscopes
in the magazines . It is a strange world we live in - that all
the new advances in understanding are used only to con-
tinue the nonsense which has existed for 2,000 years.

I must mention the important places where gravitation
does have some real effect in the behaviour of the Universe,
and one of the interesting ones is in the formation of new
stars . Plate 5 is a gaseous nebula inside our own galaxy ;
it is not a lot of stars ; it is gas . The black specks are
places where the gas has been compressed or attracted to
itself. Perhaps it starts by some kind of shock waves, but
the remainder of the phenomenon is that gravitation pulls
the gas closer and closer together so that big mobs of gas
and dust collect and form balls ; and as they fall still farther,
the heat generated by falling lights them up, and they be-
come stars . And we have in plate 6 some evidence of the
creation of new stars .

So this is how stars are born, when the gas collects to-
gether too much by gravitation . Sometimes when they
explode the stars belch out dirt and gases, and the dirt and
gases collect back again and make new stars - it sounds like
perpetual motion.

I have already shown that gravitation extends to great
distances, but Newton said that everything attracted every-
thing else. Is it really true that two things attract each other?
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Can we make a direct test and not just wait to see whether
the planets attract each other? A direct test was made by
Cavendish* on equipment which you see indicated in figure
6 . The idea was to hang by a very very fine quartz fibre a

Figure 6

rod with two balls, and then put two large lead balls in
the positions indicated next to it on the side . Because of the
attraction of the balls there would be a slight twist to the
fibre, and the gravitational force between ordinary things
is very very tiny indeed . It was possible to measure the
force between the two balls . Cavendish called his experiment
'weighing the earth' . With pedantic and careful teaching
today we would not let our students say that ; we would
have to say `measuring the mass of the earth' . By a direct
experiment Cavendish was able to measure the force, the
two masses and the distance, and thus determine the gravi-
tational constant, G. You say, `Yes, but we have the same
situation here . We know what the pull is and we know what
the mass of the object pulled is, and we know how far away
we are, but we do not know either the mass of the earth or
*Henry Cavendish, 1731-1810, English physicist and chemist .
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the constant, only the combination' . By measuring the con-
stant, and knowing the facts about the pull of the earth, the
mass of the earth could be determined.

Indirectly this experiment was the first determination of
how heavy or massive is the ball on which we stand. It is an
amazing achievement to find that out, and I think that is
why Cavendish named his experiment `weighing the earth',
instead of `determining the constant in the gravitational
equation' . He, incidentally, was weighing the sun and every-
thing else at the same time, because the pull of the sun is
known in the same manner.
One other test of the law of gravity is very interesting, and

that is the question whether the pull is exactly proportional
to the mass . If the pull is exactly proportional to the mass,
and the reaction to force, the motions induced by forces,
changes in velocity, are inversely proportional to the mass .
That means that two objects of different mass will change
their velocity in the same manner in a gravitational field ; or
two differ ent things in a vacuum, no matter what their mass,
will fall the same way to the earth. That is Galileo's old
experiment from the leaning tower of Pisa . It means, for
example, that in a man-made satellite, an object inside will
go round the earth in the same kind of orbit as one on the
outside, and thus apparently float in the middle . The fact
that the force is exactly proportional to the mass, and that
the reactions are inversely proportional to the mass, has
this very interesting consequence .
How accurate is it? It was measured in an experiment by

a man named Eotviis* in 1909 and very much more recently
and more accurately by Dicke,t and is known to one part
in 10,000,000,000. The forces are exactly proportional to
the mass . How is it possible to measure with that accuracy?
Suppose you wanted to measure whether it is true for the
pull of the sun. You know the sun is pulling us all, it pulls
the earth too, but suppose you wanted to know whether the

*Baron Roland von Edtvds, 1848-1919, Hungarian physicist .
tRobert Henry Dicke, American physicist.
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pull is exactly proportional to the inertia . The experiment
was first done with sandalwood ; lead and copper have been
used, and now it is done with polyethylene . The earth is
going around the sun, so the things are thrown out by
inertia and they are thrown out to the extent that the two
objects have inertia. But they are attracted to the sun to the
extent that they have mass, in the attraction law . So if they
are attracted to the sun in a different proportion from that
thrown out by inertia, one will be pulled towards the sun,
and the other away from it, and so, hanging them on oppo-
site ends of a rod on another Cavendish quartz fibre, the
thing will twist towards the sun . It does not twist at this
accuracy, so we know that the sun's attraction to the two
objects is exactly proportional to the centrifugal effect,
which is inertia ; therefore, the force of attraction on an
object is exactly proportional to its coefficient of inertia ;
in other words, its mass .
One thing is particularly interesting . The inverse square

law appears again - in the electrical laws, for instance .
Electricity also exerts forces inversely as the square of the
distance, this time between charges, and one thinks perhaps
that the inverse square of the distance has some deep sig-
nificance . No one has ever succeeded in making electricity
and gravity different aspects of the same thing . Today our
theories of physics, the laws of physics, are a multitude of
different parts and pieces that do not fit together very well.
We do not have one structure from which all is deduced; we
have several pieces that do not quite fit exactly yet . That is
the reason why in these lectures instead of having the ability
to tell you what the law ofphysics is, I have to talk about the
things that are common to the various laws ; we do not
understand the connection between them . But what is very
strange is that there are certain things which are the same
in both. Now let us look again at the law of electricity .
The force goes inversely as the square of the distance, but

the thing that is remarkable is the tremendous difference in
the strength of the electrical and gravitational forces . People
who want to make electricity and gravitation out of the
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same thing will find that electricity is so much more powerful
than gravity, it is hard to believe they could both have the
same origin . How can I say one thing is more powerful than
another? It depends upon how much charge you have, and
how much mass you have . You cannot talk about how
strong gravity is by saying : `I take a lump of such a size',
because you chose the size . If we try to get something that
Nature produces - her own pure number that has nothing
to do with inches or years or anything to do with our own
dimensions - we can do it this way. Ifwe take a fundamental
particle such as an electron - any different one will give a
different number, but to give an idea say electrons - two
electrons are two fundamental particles, and they repel each
other inversely as the square of the distance due to elec-
tricity, and they attract each other inversely as the square
of the distance due to gravitation .

Question : What is the ratio of the gravitational force to
the electrical force? That is illustrated in figure 7 . The ratio
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of the gravitational attraction to electrical repulsion is
given by a number with 42 digits tailing off. Now therein
lies a very deep mystery . Where could such a tremendous
number come from? If you ever had a theory from which
both of these things are to come, how could they come in
such disproportion? What equation has a solution which
has for two kinds of forces an attraction and repulsion with
that fantastic ratio?

People have looked for such a large ratio in other places .
They hope, for example, that there is another large number,
and if you want a large number why not take the diameter
of the Universe to the diameter of a proton - amazingly
enough it also is a number with 42 digits . And so an interes-
ting proposal is made that this ratio is the same as the ratio
of the size of the Universe to the diameter of a proton . But
the Universe is expanding with time and that means that the
gravitational constant is changing with time, and although
that is a possibility there is no evidence to indicate that it is
a fact. There are several partial indications that the gravi-
tational constant has not changed in that way. So this
tremendous number remains a mystery .
To finish about the theory of gravitation, I must say two

more things . One is that Einstein had to modify the Laws of
Gravitation in accordance with his principles of relativity .
The first of the principles was that `x' cannot occur in-
stantaneously, while Newton's theory said that the force
was instantaneous . He had to modify Newton's laws . They
have very small effects, these modifications . One of them
is that all masses fall, light has energy and energy is equiva-
lent to mass . So light falls and it means that light going near
the sun is deflected ; it is . Also the force of gravitation
is slightly modified in Einstein's theory, so that the law has
changed very very slightly, and it is just the right amount to
account for the slight discrepancy that was found in the
movement of Mercury.

Finally, in connection with the laws of physics on a small
scale, we have found that the behaviour of matter on a
small scale obeys laws very different from things on a large
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scale . So the question is, how does gravity look on a small
scale? That is called ,the Quantum Theory of Gravity. There
is no Quantum Theory of Gravity today . People have not
succeeded completely in making a theory which is consistent
with the uncertainty principles and the quantum mechanical
principles .
You will say to me, `Yes, you told us what happens, but

what is gravity? Where does it come from? What is it? Do
you mean to tell me that a planet looks at the sun, sees how
far it is, calculates the inverse square of the distance and
then decides to move in accordance with that law?' In other
words, although I have stated the mathematical law, I have
given no clue about the mechanism . I will discuss the pos-
sibility of doing this in the next lecture, `The relation of
mathematics to physics' .

In this lecture I would like to emphasize, just at the end,
some characteristics that gravity has in common with the
other laws that we mentioned as we passed along . First, it
is mathematical in its expression ; the others are that way
too . Second, it is not exact; Einstein had to modify it, and
we know it is not quite right yet, because we have still to
put the quantum theory in . That is the same with all our
other laws - they are not exact . There is always an edge
of mystery, always a place where we have some fiddling
around to do yet. This may or may not be a property of
Nature, but it certainly is common to all the laws as we
know them today. It may be only a lack of knowledge .
But the most impressive fact is that gravity is simple . It is

simple to state the principles completely and not have left
any vagueness for anybody to change the ideas of the law .
It is simple, and therefore it is beautiful . It is simple in its
pattern . I do not mean it is simple in its action - the motions
of the various planets and the perturbations of one on the
other can be quite complicated to work out, and to follow
how all those stars in a globular cluster move is quite beyond
our ability . It is complicated in its actions, but the basic
pattern or the system beneath the whole thing is simple .
This is common to all our laws ; they all turn out to be
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simple things, although complex in their actual actions .

Finally comes the universality of the gravitational law,
and the fact that it extends over such enormous distances
that Newton, in his mind, worrying about the solar system,
was able to predict what would happen in an experiment of
Cavendish, where Cavendish's little model of the solar
system, two balls attracting, has to be expanded ten million
million times to become the solar system . Then ten million
million times larger again we find galaxies attracting each
other by exactly the same law . Nature uses only the longest
threads to weave her patterns, so each small piece of her
fabric reveals the organization of the entire tapestry .
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In thinking out the applications ofmathematics and physics,
it is perfectly natural that the mathematics will be useful
when large numbers are involved in complex situations . In
biology, for example, the action of a virus on a bacterium is
unmathematical . If you watch it under a microscope, a jig-
gling little virus finds some spot on the odd shaped bacterium
- they are all different shapes - and maybe it pushes its
DNA in and maybe it does not . Yet if we do the experiment
with millions and millions of bacteria and viruses, then we
can learn a great deal about the viruses by taking averages .
We can use mathematics in the averaging, to see whether
the viruses develop in the bacteria, what new strains and
what percentage ; and so we can study the genetics, the
mutations and so forth .
To take another more trivial example, imagine an enor-

mous board, a chequerboard to play chequers or draughts.
The actual operation of any one step is not mathema-
tical - or it is very simple in its mathematics . But you
could imagine that on an enormous board, with lots
and lots of pieces, some analysis of the best moves, or
the good moves or bad moves, might be made by a deep
kind of reasoning which would involve somebody having
gone off first and thought about it in great depth . That then
becomes mathematics, involving abstract reasoning . An-
other example is switching in computers . If you have one
switch, which is either on or off, there is nothing very mathe-
matical about that, although mathematicians like to start
there with their mathematics . But with all the intercon-
nections and wires, to figure out what a very large system
will do requires mathematics .
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I would like to say immediately that mathematics has a

tremendous application in physics in the discussion of the
detailed phenomena in complicated situations, granting the
fundamental rules of the game. That is something which I
would spend most of my time discussing if I were talking
only about the relation of mathematics and physics . But
since this is part of a series of lectures on the character of
physical law I do not have time to discuss what happens in
complicated situations, but will go immediately to another
question, which is the character of the fundamental laws .

If we go back to our chequer game, the fundamental laws
are the rules by which the chequers move. Mathematics may
be applied in the complex situation to figure out what in
given circumstances is a good move to make. But very little
mathematics is needed for the simple fundamental character
of the basic laws . They can be simply stated in English for
chequers .
The strange thing about physics is that for the funda-

mental laws we still need mathematics . I will give two
examples, one in which we really do not, and one in which
we do. First, there is a law in physics called Faraday's law,
which says that in electrolysis the amount of material which
is deposited is proportional to the current and to the time
that the current is acting. That means that the amount of
material deposited is proportional to the charge which
goes through the system . It sounds very mathematical, but
what is actually happening is that the electrons going through
the wire each carry one charge . To take a particular example,
maybe to deposit one atom requires one electron to come,
so the number of atoms that are deposited is necessarily
equal to the number of electrons that flow, and thus propor-
tional to the charge that goes through the wire . So that
mathematically-appearing law has as its basis nothing very
deep, requiring no real knowledge of mathematics . That one
electron is needed for each atom in order for it to deposit
itself is mathematics, I suppose, but it is not the kind of
mathematics that I am talking about here.
On the other hand, take Newton's law for gravitation,
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which has the aspects I discussed last time. I gave you the
equation

Fr CV mig

just to impress you with the speed with which mathematical
symbols can convey information . I said that the force was
proportional to the product of the masses of two objects,
and inversely as the square of the distance between them,
and also that bodies react to forces by changing their speeds,
or changing their motions, in the direction of the force by
amounts proportional to the force and inversely propor-
tional to their masses. Those are words all right, and I did
not necessarily have to write the equation. Nevertheless it
is kind of mathematical, and we wonder how this can be a
fundamental law . What does the planet do? Does it look
at the sun, see how far away it is, and decide to calculate on
its, internal adding machine the inverse of the square of the
distance, which tells it how much to move? This is certainly
no explanation of the mzchinery of gravitation! You might
want to look further, and various people have tried to look
further . Newton was originally asked about his theory -
'But it doesn't mean anything - it doesn't tell us anything' .
He said, `It tells you how it moves . That should be enough .
I have told you how it moves, not why.' But people often
are unsatisfied without a mechanism, and I would like to
describe one theory which has been invented, among others,
of the type you might want . This theory suggests that this
effect is the result of large numbers of actions, which would
explain why it is mathematical .

Suppose that in the world everywhere there are a lot of
particles, flying through us at very high speed . They come
equally in all directions - just shooting by - and once in
a while they hit us in a bombardment . We, and the sun,
are practically transparent for them, practically but not
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completely, and some of them hit. Look, then, at what
would happen (fig . 8) .

Figure 8

S is the sun, and E the earth. If the sun were not there, par-
ticles would be bombarding the earth from all sides, giving
little impulses by the rattle, bang, bang of the few that hit .
This will not shake the earth in any particular direction, be-
cause there are as many coming from one side as from the
other, from top as from bottom. However, when the sun is
there the particles which are coming from that direction are
partly absorbed by the sun, because some of them hit the
sun and do not go through . Therefore the number coming
from the sun's direction towards the earth is less than the
number coming from the other sides, because they meet an
obstacle, the sun . It is easy to see that the farther the sun
is away, of all the possible directions in which particles can
come, a smaller proportion of the particles are being taken
out . The sun will appear smaller - in fact inversely as the
square of the distance . Therefore there will be an impulse on
the earth towards the sun that varies inversely as the square
of the distance . And this will be a result of large numbers of
very simple operations, just hits, one after the other, from
all directions . Therefore the strangeness of the mathematical
relation will be very much reduced, because the fundamental
operation is much simpler than calculating the inverse of
the square of the distance . This design, with the particles
bouncing, does the calculation .
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The only trouble with this scheme is that it does not

work, for other reasons . Every theory that you make up has
to be analysed against all possible consequences, to see if it
predicts anything else . And this does predict something else.
If the earth is moving, more particles will hit it from in
front than from behind. (Ifyou are running in the rain, more
rain hits you in the front of the face than in the back of the
head, because you are running into the rain.) So, if the
earth is moving it is running into the particles coming to-
wards it and away from the ones that are chasing it from
behind . So more particles will hit it from the front than
from the back, and there will be a force opposing any
motion . This force would slow the earth up in its orbit, and
it certainly would not have lasted the three or four billion
years (at least) that it has been going around the sun . So
that is the end of that theory. `Well,' you say, `it was a
good one, and I got rid of the mathematics for a while.
Maybe I could invent a better one .' Maybe you can, because
nobody knows the ultimate. But up to today, from the time
of Newton, no one has invented another theoretical descrip-
tion of the mathematical machinery behind this law which
does not either say the same thing over again, or make the
mathematics harder, or predict some wrong phenomena. So
there is no model of the theory of gravitation today, other
than the mathematical form .

If this were the only law of this character it would be
interesting and rather annoying . But what turns out to be
true is that the more we investigate, the more laws we find,
and the deeper we penetrate nature, the more this disease
persists . Every one of our laws is a purely mathematical
statement in rather complex and abstruse mathematics .
Newton's statement of the law of gravitation is relatively
simple mathematics . It gets more and more abstruse and
more and more difficult as we go on . Why? I have not the
slightest idea . It is only my purpose here to tell you about
this fact. The burden of the lecture is just to emphasize the
fact that it is impossible to explain honestly the beauties of
the laws of nature in a way that people can feel, without
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their having some deep understanding of mathematics . I am
sorry, but this seems to be the case .
You might say, `All right, then if there is no explanation

the of law, at least tell me what the law is. Why not tell me
in words instead of in symbols? Mathematics is just a
language, and I want to be able to translate the language' .
In fact I can, with patience, and I think I partly did . I could
go a little further and explain in more detail that the equa-
tion means that if the distance is twice as far the force is one
fourth as much, and so on . I could convert all the symbols
into words. In other words I could be kind to the laymen as
they all sit hopefully waiting for me to explain something .
Different people get different reputations for their skill at
explaining to the layman in layman's language these difficult
and abstruse subjects . The layman then searches for book
after book in the hope that he will avoid the complexities
which ultimately set in, even with the best expositor of this
type ., He finds as he reads a generally increasing confusion,
one complicated statement after another, one difficult-to-
understand thing after another, all apparently disconnec-
ted from one another . It becomes obscure, and he hopes that
maybe in some other book there is some explanation . . . .
The author almost made it - maybe another fellow will
make it right .

But I do not think it is possible, because mathematics is
1:ot just another language . Mathematics is a language plus
reasoning ; it is like a language plus logic . Mathematics is a
tool for reasoning. It is in fact a big collection of the results
of some person's careful thought and reasoning. By mathe-
matics it is possible to connect one statement to another . For
instance, I can say that the force is directed towards the sun.
I can also tell you, as I did, that the planet moves so that if
I draw a line from the sun to the planet, and draw another
line at some definite period, like three weeks, later, then the
area that is swung out by the planet is exactly the same as
it will be in the next three weeks, and the next three weeks,
and so on as it goes around the sun . I can explain both of
those statements carefully, but I cannot explain why they
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are both the same . The apparent enormous complexities of
nature, with all its funny laws and rules, each of which has
been carefully explained to you, are really very closely
interwoven . However, if you do not appreciate the mathe-
matics, you cannot see, among the great variety of facts,
that logic permits you to go from one to the other.

It may be unbelievable that I can demonstrate that equal
areas will be swept out in equal times if the forces are direc-
ted towards the sun . So if I may, I will do one demonstra-
tion to show you that those two things really are equivalent,
so that you can appreciate more than the mere statement
of the two laws . I will show that the two laws are connected
so that reasoning alone will bring you from one to the
other, and that mathematics is just organized reasoning .
Then you will appreciate the beauty of the relationship of
the statements. I am going to prove the relationship that if
the forces are directed towards the sun equal areas are swept
out in equal times.
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Figure 9

We start with a sun and a planet (fig. 9), and we imagine
that at a certain time the planet is at position 1 . It is moving
in such a way that, say, one second later it has moved to
position 2. If the sun did not exert a force on the planet,
then, by Galileo's principle ofinertia, it would keep right on
going in a straight line . So after the same interval. of time,
the next second, it would have moved exactly the same
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distance in the same straight line, to the position 3 . First we
are going to show that if there is no force, then equal areas
are swept out in equal times . I remind you that the area of a
triangle is half the base times the altitude, and that the
altitude is the vertical distance to the base . If the triangle is
obtuse (fig . 10), then the altitude is the vertical height AD
and the base is BC. Now let us compare the areas which
would be swept out if the sun exerted no force whatsoever
(fig . 9) .

Figure 10
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The two distances 1-2 and 2-3 are equal, remember. The
question is, are the two areas equal? Consider the triangle
made from the sun and the two points 1 and 2. What is its
area? It is the base 1-2, multiplied by half the perpendicular
height from the baseline to S . What about the other triangle,
the triangle in the motion from 2 to 3 ? Its area is the base
2-3, times half the perpendicular height to S . The two tri-
angles have the same altitude, and, as I indicated, the same
base, and therefore they have the same area . So far so good .
If there were no force from the sun, equal areas would be
swept out in equal times . But there is a force from the sun .
During the interval 1-2-3 the sun is pulling and changing
the motion in various directions towards itself. To get a good
approximation we will take the central position, or average
position, at 2, and say that the whole effect during the
interval 1-3 was to change the motion by some amount in
the direction of the line 2-S (fig . 11).
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Figure 11
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This means that though the particles were moving on the
line 1-2, and would, were there no force, have continued to
move on the same line in the next second, because of the
influence of the sun the motion is altered by an amount that
is poking in a direction parallel to the line 2-S. The next
motion is therefore a compound of what the planet wanted
to do and the change that has been induced by the action
of the sun . So the planet does not really end up at position 3,

but rather at position 4. Now we would like to compare the
areas of the triangles 23S and 24S, and I will show you that
those are equal . They have the same base, S-2. Do they
have the same altitude? Sure, because they are included
between parallel lines . The distance from 4 to the line S-2

is equal to the distance from 3 to line S-2 (extended) . Thus
the area of the triangle S24 is the same as S23. I proved
earlier that S12 and S23 were equal in area, so we now
know S12 = S24. So, in the actual orbital motion of the
planet the areas swept out in the first second and the second
second are equal . Therefore, by reasoning, we can see a
connectionbetween the fact that the force is towards the sun,
and the fact that the areas are equal . Isn't that ingenious? I
borrowed it straight from Newton . It comes right out of the
Principia, diagram and all. Only the letters are different,
because he wrote in Latin and these are Arabic numerals .
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Newton made all the proofs in his book geometrical .

Today we do not use that kind of reasoning. We use a kind
of analytic reasoning with symbols. It requires ingenuity to
draw the correct triangles, to notice about the areas, and to
figure out how to do this. But there have been improvements
in the methods of analysis, which are faster and more
efficient. I want to show what this looks like in the notation
of the more modern mathematics, where you do nothing but
write a lot of symbols to figure it out .
We want to talk about how fast the area changes, and we

represent that by A. The area changes when the radius is
swinging, and it is the component of velocity at right angles
to the radius, times the radius, that tells us how fast the
area changes . So this is the component of the radial distance
multiplied by the velocity, or rate of change of the distance .

d" rxr

The question now is whether the rate of change of area itself
changes . The principle is that the rate of change of the area
is not supposed to change . So we differentiate this again,
and this means some little trick about putting dots in the
right place, that is all . You have to learn the tricks ; it is
just a series of rules that people have found out that are
very useful for such a thing . We write

A= rxr + r x'r =r x %,

This first term says to take the component of the velocity
at right angles to the velocity. It is zero ; the velocity is in
the same direction as itself. The acceleration, which is the
second derivative, r with two dots, or the derivative of the
velocity, is the force divided by the mass .

This says therefore that the rate of change of the rate of
change of the area is the component of force at right angles
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to the radius, but if the force is in the direction of the radius,

'rx t/,=0 or A =0

as Newton said, then there is no force at right angles to the
radius, and that means that the rate of change of area does
not change . This merely illustrates the power of analysis
with different kinds of notation. Newton knew how to do
this, more or less, with slightly different notations ; but he
wrote everything in the geometrical form, because he tried
to make it possible for people to read his papers . He in-
vented the calculus, which is the kind of mathematics I
have just shown .

This is a good illustration of the relation of mathematics
to physics . When the problems in physics become difficult
we may often look to the mathematicians, who may already
have studied such things and have prepared a line of reason-
ing for us to follow . On the other hand they may not have,
in which case we have to invent our own line of reasoning,
which we then pass back to the mathematicians . Everybody
who reasons carefully about anything is making a contri-
bution to the knowledge of what happens when you think
about something, and if you abstract it away and send it
to the Department of Mathematics they put it in books as
a branch of mathematics . Mathematics, then, is a way of
going from one set of statements to another . It is evidently
useful in physics, because we have these different ways in
which we can speak of things, and mathematics permits us
to develop consequences, to analyse the situations, and to
change the laws in different ways to connect the various
statements . In fact the total amount that a physicist knows
is very little . He has only to remember the rules to get him
from one place to another and he is all right, because all
the various statements about equal times, the force being
in the direction of the radius, and so on, are all interconnec-
ted by reasoning .
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Now an interesting question comes up. Is there a place to

begin to deduce the whole works? Is there some particular
pattern or order in nature by which we can understand that
one set of statements is more fundamental and one set of
statements more consequential? There are two kinds of ways
of looking at mathematics, which for the purpose of this
lecture I will call the Babylonian tradition and the Greek
tradition. In Babylonian schools in mathematics the student
would learn something by doing a large number of examples
until he caught on to the general rule . Also he would know
a large amount of geometry, a lot of the properties of
circles, the theorem of Pythagoras, formulae for the areas
of cubes and triangles ; in addition, some degree of argument
was available to go from one thing to another . Tables of
numerical quantities were available so that they could solve
elaborate equations . Everything was prepared for calcula-
ting things out . But Euclid discovered that there was a way
in which all of the theorems of geometry could be ordered
from a set of axioms that were particularly simple . The
Babylonian attitude - or what I call Babylonian mathe-
matics - is that you know all of the various theorems and
many of the connections in between, but you have never
fully realized that it could all come up from a bunch of
axioms . The most modern mathematics concentrates on
axioms and demonstrations within a very definite frame-
work of conventions of what is acceptable and what is not
acceptable as axioms . Modern geometry takes something
like Euclid's axioms, modified to be more perfect, and then
shows the deduction of the system. For instance, it would
not be expected that a theorem like Pythagoras's (that the
sum of the areas of squares put on two sides of a right-
angled triangle is equal to the area of the square on the
hypotenuse) should be an axiom . On the other hand, from
another point of view of geometry, that of Descartes, the
Pythagorean theorem is an axiom .
So the first thing we have to accept is that even in mathe-

matics you can start in different places . If all these various
theorems are interconnected by reasoning there is no real
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way to say `These are the most fundamental axioms', be-
cause if you were told something, different instead you could
also run the reasoning the other way . It is like a bridge with
lots of members, and it is over-connected ; if pieces have
dropped out you can reconnect it another way . The mathe-
matical tradition of today is to start with some particular
ideas which are chosen by some kind of convention to be
axioms, and then to build up the structure from there. What
I have called the Babylonian idea is to say, `I happen to
know this, and I happen to know that, and maybe I know
that ; and I work everything out from there . Tomorrow I
may forget that this is true, but remember that something
else is true, so I can reconstruct it all again . I am never quite
sure of where I am supposed to begin or where I am sup-
posed to end . I just remember enough all the time so that
as the memory fades and some of the pieces fall out I can
put the thing back together again every day' .
The method of always starting from the axioms is not

very efficient in obtaining theorems . In working something
out in geometry you are not very efficient if each time you
have to start back at the axioms . If you have to remember
a few things in geometry you can always get somewhere
else, but it is much more efficient to do it the other way. To
decide which are the best axioms is not necessarily the most
efficient way of getting around in the territory . In physics
we need the Babylonian method, and not the Euclidian or
Greek method. I would like to explain why .
The problem in the Euclidian method is to make some-

thing about the axioms a little more interesting or important .
But in the case of gravitation, for example, the question we
are asking is : is it more important, more basic, or is it a
better axiom, to say that the force is towards the sun, or to
say that equal areas are swept out in equal times? From one
point ofview the force statement is better. If I state what the
forces are I can deal with a system with many particles in
which the orbits are no longer ellipses, because the force
statement tells me about the pull of one on the other. In
this case the theorem about equal areas fails . Therefore I
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will shorten, and when they are very far in the radii will
be very small, so in order to produce the same area per
second they will have to move a great deal faster . You will
see then that as the stars come in they will swing and swirl
around faster and faster, and thus we can roughly under-
stand the qualitative shape of the spiral nebulae . In the
same way we can understand how a skater spins . He starts
with his leg out, moving slowly, and as he pulls his leg in he
spins faster . When the leg is out it is contributing a certain
amount of area per second, and then when he brings his
leg in he has to spin much faster to produce the same
amount of area . But I did not prove it for the skater : the
skater uses muscle force, and gravity is a different force . Yet
it is true for the skater .
Now we have a problem . We can deduce often from one

part of physics, like the Law of Gravitation, a principle
which turns out to be much more valid than the derivation .
This does not happen in mathematics ; theorems do not
come out in places where they are not supposed to be . In
other words, if we were to say that the postulate of physics
was the equal area law of gravitation, then we could deduce
the conservation of angular momentum, but only for gravi-
tation . Yet we discover experimentally that the conservation
of angular momentum is a much wider thing. Newton had
other postulates by which he could get the more general
conservation law of angular momentum . But these New-
tonian laws were wrong. There are no forces, it is all a lot
of boloney, the particles do not have orbits, and so on. Yet
the analogue, the exact transformation of this principle
about the areas and the conservation of angular momentum,
is true . It works for atomic motions in quantum mechanics,
and, as far as we can tell, it is still exact today . We have
these wide principles which sweep across the different laws,
and if we take the derivation too seriously, and feel that
one is only valid because another is valid, then we cannot
understand the interconnections of the different branches of
physics . Some day, when physics is complete and we know
all the laws, we may be able to start with some axioms, and
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think that the force law ought to be an axiom instead of the
other. On the other hand, the principle of equal areas can
be generalized, in a system of a large number of particles,
to another theorem. It is rather complicated to say, and not
quite as pretty as the original statement about equal areas,
but it is obviously its offspring . Take a system with a large
number of particles, perhaps Jupiter, Saturn, the Sun, and
lots of stars, all interacting with each other, and look at it
from far away projected on a plane (fig . 12) . The particles
are all moving in various directions, and we take any
point and calculate how much area is being swept out by
the radius from this point to each of the particles . In this
calculation the masses which are heavier count more
strongly ; if one particle is twice as heavy as another its
area will count twice as much. So we count each of the
areas swept out in proportion to the mass that is doing the
sweeping, add them all together, and the resulting total is
not changing in time. That total is called the angular momen-
tum, and this is called the law of conservation of angular
momentum . Conservation just means that it does not
change .

Figure 12

One of the consequences of this is as follows . Imagine a
lot of stars falling together to form a nebula, or galaxy. At
first they are very far out, on long radii from the centre,
moving slowly and allowing a small amount of area to be
generated . As they come closer the distances to the centre
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no doubt somebody will figure out a particular way of doing
it so that everything else can be deduced . But while we do
not know all the laws, we can use some to make guesses at
theorems which extend beyond the proof. In order to under-
stand physics one must always have a neat balance, and
contain in one's head all of the various propositions and
their interrelationships, because the laws often extend be-
yond the range of their deductions . This will only have no
importance when all the laws are known.
Another thing, a very strange one, that is interesting in

the relation of mathematics to physics is the fact that by
mathematical arguments you can show that it is possible to
start from many apparently different starting points, and
yet come to the same thing . That is pretty clear . If you have
axioms, you can instead use some of the theorems ; but
actually the physical laws are so delicately constructed that
the different but equivalent statements of them have such
qualitatively different characters, and this makes them very
interesting . To illustrate this I am going to state the law of
gravitation in three different ways, all of which are exactly
equivalent but sound completely different .
The first statement is that there are forces between

objects, according to the equation which I have given you
before .

f:= G MIMI

Each object, when it sees the force on it, accelerates or
changes its motion, at a certain amount per second. It is the
regular way of stating the law, I call it Newton's law. This
statement of the law says that the force depends on some-
thing at a finite distance away. It has what we call an unlocal
quality . The force on one object depends on where another
one is some distance away .
You may not like the idea of action at a distance . How

can this object know what is going on over there? So there
is another way of stating the laws, which is very strange,
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called the field way. It is hard to explain, but I want to give
you some rough idea of what it is like . It says a completely
different thing . There is a number at every point in space (I
know it is a number, not a mechanism : that is the trouble
with physics, it must be mathematical), and the numbers
change when you go from place to place . If an object is
placed at a point in space, the force on it is in the direction
in which that number changes most rapidly (I will give it its
usual name, the potential, the force is in the direction in
which the potential changes) . Further, the force is propor-
tional to how fast the potential changes as you move. That
is one part of the statement, but it is not enough, because I
have yet to tell you how to determine the way in which the
potential varies . I could say the potential varies inversely
as the distance from each object, but that is back to the
reaction-at-a-distance idea . You can state the law in another
way, which says that you do not have to know what is going
on anywhere outside a little ball . If you want to know what
the potential is at the centre of the ball, you need only tell
me what it is on the surface of the ball, however small. You
do not have to look outside, you just tell me what it is in
the neighbourhood, and how much mass there is in the ball .
The rule,is this . The potential at the centre is equal to the
average of the potential on the surface of the ball, minus
the same constant, G, as we had in the other equation,
divided by twice the radius of the ball (which we will call a),
and then multiplied by the mass inside the ball, if the ball
is small enough .

Potential at centre =Av.pat . ow ball-&Cr {Mass inside

You see that this law is different from the other, because it
tells what happens at one point in terms of what happens
very close by . Newton's law tells what happens at one time
in terms of what happens at another instant . It gives from
instant to instant how to work it out, but in space leaps
from place to place. The second statement is both local in
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time and local in space, because it depends only on what is
in the neighbourhood. But both statements are exactly
equivalent mathematically.
There is another completely different way of stating this,

different in the philosophy and the qualitative ideas in-
volved . If you do not like action at a distance I have shown
you can get away without it . Now I want to show you a
statement which is philosophically the exact opposite . In
this there is no discussion at all about how the thing works
its way from place to place ; the whole is contained in an
overall statement, as follows. When you have a number of
particles, and you want to know how one moves from one
place to another, you do it by inventing a possible motion
that gets from one place to the other in a given amount 'of
time (fig . 13). Say the particle wants to go from X to Y in
an hour, and you want to know by what route it can go .
What you do is to invent
various curves, and calculate
on each curve a certain
quantity . (I do not want to
tell you what the quantity is,
but for thosewhohave heard
of these terms the quantity
on each route is the average
of the difference betweenthe
kinetic and the potential
energy .) If you calculate this
quantity for one route, and

	

Figure 13then for another, you will
get a different number for eachroute. There is one route which
gives the least possible number, however, and that is the
route that the particle in nature actually takes! We are now
describing the actual motion, the ellipse, by saying some-
thing aboutthe whole curve. We have lost the idea of causa-
lity, that the particle feels the pull and moves in accordance
with it . Instead of that, in some grand fashion it smells all
the curves, all the possibilities, and decides which one to
take (by choosing that for which our quantity is least) .
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This is an example of the wide range of beautiful ways of

describing nature . When people say that nature must have
causality, you can use Newton's law ; or if they say that
nature must be stated in terms of a minimum principle,
you talk about it this last way ; or if they insist that nature
must have a local field - sure, you can, do that . The question
is : which one is right? If these various alternatives are not
exactly equivalent mathematically, if for certain ones there
will be different consequences than for others, then all we
have to do is to experiment to find out which way nature
actually chooses to do it.-People may come along and argue
philosophically that they like one better than another ; but
we have learned from much experience that all philosophical
intuitions about what nature is going to do fail . One just
has to work out all the possibilities, and try all the alter-
natives. But in the particular case I am talking about the
theories are exactly equivalent. Mathematically each of the
three different formulations, Newton's law, the local field
method and the minimum principle, gives exactly the same
consequences . What do we do then? You will read in all
the books that we cannot decide scientifically on one or the
other. That is true . They are equivalent scientifically . It is
impossible to make a decision, because there is no experi-
mental way to distinguish between them if all the con-
sequences are the same. But psychologically they are very
different in two ways. First, philosophically you like them
or do not like them ; and training is the only way to beat
that disease. Second, psychologically they are different
because they are completely unequivalent when you are
trying to guess new laws .
As long as physics is incomplete, and we are trying to

understand the other laws, then the different possible form-
ulations may give clues about what might happen in other
circumstances. In that case they are no longer equivalent,
psychologically, in suggesting to us guesses about what the
laws may look like in a wider situation. To give an example,
Einstein realized that electrical signals could not propagate
faster than the speed of light. He guessed that it was a general
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principle . (This is the same guessing game as taking the
angular momentum and extending it from one case where
you have proved it, to the rest of the phenomena of the
universe.) He guessed that it was true of everything, and he
guessed that it would be true of gravitation . If signals can-
not go any faster than the speed of light, then it turns out
that the method of describing the forces instantaneously is
very poor . So in Einstein's generalization of gravitation
Newton's method of describing physics is hopelessly in-
adequate and enormously complicated, whereas the field
method is neat and simple, and so is the minimum principle.
We have not decided between the last two yet.
In fact it turns out that in quantum mechanics neither is

right in exactly the way I have stated them, but the fact that
a minimum principle exists turns out to be a consequence
of the fact that on a small scale particles obey quantum
mechanics . The best law, as at present understood, is really
a combination of the two in which we use minimum prin-
ciples plus local laws . At present we believe that the laws of
physics have to have the local character and also the mini-
mum principle, but we do not really know. If you have a
structure that is only partly accurate, and something is
going to fail, then if you write it with just the right axioms
maybe only one axiom fails and the rest remain, you need
only change one little thing. But ifyou write it with another
set of axioms they may all collapse, because they all lean
on that one thing that fails . We cannot tell ahead of time,
without some intuition, which is the best way to write it so
that we can find out the new situation. We must always keep
all the alternative ways of looking at a thing in our heads ;
so physicists do Babylonian mathematics, and pay but
little attention to the precise reasoning from fixed axioms .
One of the amazing characteristics of nature is the variety

of interpretational schemes which is possible . It turns out
that it is only possible because the laws are just so, special
and delicate . For instance, that the law is the inverse square
is what permits it to become local ; if it were the inverse cube
it could not be done that way. At the other end of the
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equation, the fact that the force is related to the rate of
change of velocity is what permits the minimum principle
way of writing the laws . If, for instance, the force were
proportional to the rate of change of position instead of
velocity, then you could not write it in that way. If you
modify the laws much you find that you can only write them
in fewer ways . I always find that mysterious, and I do not
understand the reason why it is that the correct laws of
physics seem to be expressible in such a tremendous variety
of ways . They seem to be able to get through several wickets
at the same time .

I should like to say a few things on the relation of mathe-
matics and physics which are a little more general . Mathe-
maticians are only dealing with the structure of reasoning,
and they do not really care what they are talking about. They
do not even need to know what they are talking about, or,
as they themselves say, whether what they say is true . I will
explain that . You state the axioms, such-and-such is so,
and such-and-such is so . What then? The logic can be
carried out without knowing what the such-and-such words
mean. If the statements about the axioms are carefully for-
mulated and complete enough, it is not necessary for the
man who is doing the reasoning to have any knowledge of
the meaning of the words in order to deduce new conclu-
sions in the same language, If I use the word triangle in one
of the axioms there will be a statement about triangles in
the conclusion, whereas the man who is doing the reasoning
may not know what a triangle is . But I can read his reason-
ing back and say, `Triangle, that is just a three-sided what-
have-you, which is so-and-so', and then I know his new facts .
In other words, mathematicians prepare abstract reasoning
ready to be used if you have a set of axioms about the real
world . But the physicist has meaning to all his phrases . That
is a very important thing that a lot of people who come to
physics by way of mathematics do not appreciate. Physics
is not mathematics, and mathematics is not physics . One
helps the other. But in physics you have to have an under-
standing of the connection ofwords with the real world . It is
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necessary at the end to translate what you have figured out
into English, into the world, into the blocks of copper and
glass that you are going to do the experiments with . Only in
that way can you find out whether the consequences are
true . This is a problem which is not a problem of mathe-
matics at all .
Of course it is obvious that the mathematical reasonings

which have been developed are of great power and use for
physicists . On the other hand, sometimes the physicists'
reasoning is useful for mathematicians .

Mathematicians like to make their reasoning as general
as possible . If I say to them, `I want to talk about ordinary
three dimensional space', they say `If you have a space of
n dimensions, then here are the theorems' . `But I only want
the case 3', `Well, substitute n = 3.1 So it turns out that
many of the complicated theorems they have are much
simpler when adapted to a special case . The physicist is
always interested in the special case ; he is never interested
in the general case . He is talking about something ; he is
not talking abstractly about anything . He wants to discuss
the gravity law in three dimensions ; he never wants the
arbitrary force case in n dimensions . So a certain amount of
reducing is necessary, because the mathematicians have
prepared these things for a wide range of problems . This
is very useful, and later on it always turns out that the poor
physicist has to come back and say, `Excuse me, when you
wanted to tell me about four dimensions . . .'
When you know what it is you are talking about, that

some symbols represent forces, others masses, inertia, and
so on, then you can use a lot of commonsense, seat-of-the-
pants feeling about the world. You have seen various things,
and you know more or less how the phenomenon is going
to behave . But the poor mathematician translates it into
equations, and as the symbols do not mean anything to
him he has no guide but precise mathematical rigour and
care in the argument . The physicist, who knows more or
less how the answer is going to come out, can sort of guess
part way, and so go along rather rapidly . The mathematical
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rigour of great precision is not very useful in physics . But
one should not criticize the mathematicians on this score .
It is not necessary that just because something would be
useful to physics they have to do it that way. They are
doing their own job. If you want something else, then you
work it out for yourself.
The next question is whether, when trying to guess a new

law, we should use the seat-of-the-pants feeling and philoso-
phical principles - `I don't like the minimum principle', or
`I do like the minimum principle', `I don't like action at a
distance', or `I do like action at a distance' . To what extent
do models help? It is interesting that very, often models do
help, and most physics teachers try to teach how to use
models and to get a good physical feel for how things are
going to work out . But it always turns out that the greatest
discoveries abstract away from the model and the model
never does any good . Maxwell's discovery of electro-
dynamics was first made with a lot of imaginary wheels and
idlers in space . But when you get rid of all the idlers and
things in space the thing is O.K . Dirac* discovered the
correct laws,for relativity quantum mechanics simply by
guessing the equation . The method of guessing the equation
seems to be a pretty effective way of guessing new laws . This
shows again that mathematics is a deep way of expressing
nature, and any attempt to express nature in philosophical
principles, or in seat-of-the-pants mechanical feelings, is
not an efficient way.

It always bothers me that, according to the laws as we
understand them today, it takes a computing machine an
infinite number of logical operations to figure out what
goes on in no matter how tiny a region of space, and no
matter how tiny a region of time . How can all that be going
on in that tiny space? Why should it take an infinite amount
of logic to figure out what one tiny piece of space/time is
going to do? So I have often made the hypothesis that

*Paul Dirac, British physicist . Joint Nobel Prize with Schrddinger,
1933 .
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ultimately physics will not require a mathematical statement,
that in the end the machinery will be revealed, and the laws
will turn out to be simple, like the chequer board with all its
apparent complexities . But this speculation is of the same
nature as those other people make - `I like it', `I don't like
it', - and it is not good to be too prejudiced about these
things .
To summarize, I would use the words of Jeans, who said

that `the Great Architect seems to be a mathematician' . To
those who do not know mathematics it is difficult to get
across a real feeling as to the beauty, the deepest beauty, of
nature . C. P . Snow talked about two cultures . I really think
that those two cultures separate people who have and
people who have not had this experience of understanding
mathematics well enough to appreciate nature once.

It is too bad that it has to be mathematics, and that mathe-
matics is hard for some people . It is reputed - I do not know
if it is true - that when one of the kings was trying to learn
geometry from Euclid he complained that it was difficult .
And Euclid said, `There is no royal road to geometry', And
there is no royal road . Physicists cannot make a conversion
to any other language . If you want to learn about nature,
to appreciate nature, it is necessary to understand the lan-
guage that she speaks in . She offers her information only in
one form ; we are not so unhumble as to demand that she
change before we pay any attention .

All the intellectual arguments that you can make will not
communicate to deafears what the experience of music really
is . In the same way all the intellectual arguments in the
world will not convey an understanding of nature to those
of `the other culture' . Philosophers may try to teach you by
telling you qualitatively about nature. I am trying to des-
cribe her . But it is not getting across because it is impos-
sible. Perhaps it is because their horizons are limited in this
way that some people are able to imagine that the centre of
the universe is man.
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The Great Conservation Principles

When learning about the laws of physics you find that there
are a large number of complicated and detailed laws, laws
of gravitation, of electricity and magnetism, nuclear inter-
actions, and so on, but across the variety of these detailed
laws there sweep great general principles which all the laws
seem to follow . Examples of these are the principles of con-
servation, certain qualities of symmetry, the general form
of quantum mechanical principles, and unhappily, or
happily, as we considered last time, the fact that all the laws
are mathematical . In this lecture I want to talk about the
conservation principles .
The physicist uses ordinary words in a peculiar manner .

To him a conservation law means that there is a number
which you can calculate at one moment, then as nature
undergoes its multitude of changes, if you calculate this
quantity again at a later time it will be the same as it was
before, the number does not change . An example is the
conservation of energy . There is a quantity that you can

-calculate according to a certain rule, and it comes out the
same answer always, no matter what happens .
Now you can see that such a thing is possibly useful .

Suppose that physics, or rather nature, is considered analo-
gous to a great chess game with millions of pieces in it,
and we are trying to discover the laws by which the pieces
move. The great gods who play this chess play it very
rapidly, and it is hard to watch and difficult to see . However,
we are catching on to some of the rules, and there are some
rules which we can work out which do not require that we
watch every move. For instance, suppose there is one
bishop only, a red bishop, on the board, then since the
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bishop moves diagonally and therefore never changes the
colour of its square, if we look away for a moment while
the gods play and then look back again, we can expect that
there will be still a red bishop on the board, maybe in a
different place, but on the same colour square . This is inthe nature of a conservation law. We do not need to watch
the insides to know at least something about the game.

It is true that in chess this particular law is not necessarily
perfectly valid. If we looked away long enough it could
happen that the bishop was captured, a pawn went down to
queen, and the god decided that it was better to hold a
bishop instead of a queen in the place of that pawn, which
happened to be on a black square . Unfortunately it may
well turn out that some of the laws which we see today may
not be exactly perfect, but I will tell you about them as we
see them at present.

I have said that we use ordinary words in a technical
fashion, and another word in the title of this lecture is
`great', `The Great Conservation Principles'. This is not a
technical word : it was merely put in to make the title sound
more dramatic, and I could just as well have called it `The
Conservation Laws'. There are a few conservation laws that
do not work ; they are only approximately right, but are
sometimes useful, and we might call those the `little' con-
servation laws . I will mention later one or two of those that
do not work, but the principal ones that I am going to
discuss are, as far as we can tell today, absolutely accurate .

I will start with the easiest one to understand, and that
is the conservation of electric charge . There is anumber, the
total electric charge in the world, which, no matter what
happens, does not change . If you lose it in one place you
will find it in another. The conservation is of the total of all
electric charge. This was discovered experimentally by
Faraday.* The experiment consisted of getting inside a
great globe of metal, on the outside of which was a very
delicate galvanometer, to look for the charge on the globe,

*Michael Faraday, 1791-1867, English physicist.
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because a small amount of charge would make a big effect .
Inside the globe Faraday built all kinds of weird electrical
equipment . He made charges by rubbing glass rods with
cat's fur, and he made big electrostatic machines so that the
inside of this globe looked like those horror movie labora-
tories . But during all these experiments no charge developed
on the surface ; there was no net charge made. Although the
glass rod may have been positive after it was charged up by
rubbing on the cat's fur, then the fur would be the same
amount negative, and the total charge was always nothing,
because if there were any charge developed on the inside
of the globe it would have appeared as an effect in the gal-
vanometer on the outside . So the total charge is conserved.

This is easy to understand, because a very simple model,
which is notmathematical at all, will explain it . Suppose the
world is made of only two kinds of particles, electrons and
protons - there was a time when it looked as if it was going
to be as easy as that - and suppose that the electrons carry
a negative charge and the protons a positive charge, so that
we can separate them . We can take a piece of matter and
put on more electrons, or take some off; but supposing that
electrons are permanent and never disintegrate or dis-
appear - that is a simple proposition, not even mathe-
matical - then the total number of protons, less the total
number of electrons, will not change . In fact in this particu-
lar model the total number of protons will not change, nor
,the number of electrons. But we are concentrating now on
the charge . The contribution of the protons is positive and
that of the electrons negative, and if these objects are never
created or destroyed alone then the total charge will be
conserved. I want to list as I go on the number of properties
that conserve quantities, and I will start with charge
(fig . 14). Against the question whether charge is conserved
I write `yes'.

This theoretical interpretation is very simple, but it was
later discovered that electrons and protons are not perma-
nent ; for example, a particle called the neutron can disinte-
grate into a proton and an electron - plus something else
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which we will come to. But the neutron, it turns out, is
electrically neutral . So although protons are not perma-
nent, nor are electrons permanent, in the sense that they can
be created from a neutron, the charge still checks out ; start-
ing before, we had zero charge, and afterwards we had plus
one and minus one which when added together become
zero charge .
An example of a similar fact is that there exists another

particle, besides the proton, which is positively charged . It
is called a positron, which is a kind of image of an electron .
It is just like the electron in most respects, except that it has
the opposite sign of charge, and, more important, it is
called an anti-particle because when it meets with an elec-
tron the two of them can annihilate each other and
disintegrate, and nothing but light comes out . So electrons
are not permanent even by themselves . An electron plus a
positron will just make light. Actually the `light' is invisible
to the eye ; it is gamma rays ; but this is the same thing for
a physicist, only the wavelength is different. So a particle
and its anti-particle can annihilate . The light has no electric
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charge, but we remove one positive and one negative charge,
so we have not changed the total charge . The theory of
conservation of charge is therefore slightly more complica-
ted but still very unmathematical . You simply add together
the number of positrons you have and the number of
protons, take away the number of electrons - there are
additional particles you have to check, for example anti-
protons which contribute negatively, pi-plus mesons which
are positive, in fact each fundamental particle in nature has
a charge (possibly zero) . All we have to do is add up the
total number, and whatever happens in any reaction the
total amount of charge on one side has to balance with
the amount on the other side .

That is one aspect of the conservation of charge . Now
comes an interesting question . Is it sufficient to say only
that charge is conserved, or do we have to say more? If
charge were conserved because it was a real particle which
moved around it would have a very special property . The total
amount of charge in a box might stay the same in two ways .
It may be that the charge moves from one place to another
within the box . But another possibility is that the charge in
one place disappears, and simultaneously charge arises in
another place, instantaneously related, and in such a
manner that the total charge is never changing . This second
possibility for the conservation is of a different kind from
the first, in which if a charge disappears in one place and
turns up in another something has to travel through the
space in between. The second form of charge conservation
is called local charge conservation, and is far more detailed
than the simple remark that the total charge does not
change. So you see we are improving our law, if it is true
that charge is locally conserved . In fact it is true . I have
tried to show you from time to time some of the possibilities
of reasoning, of interconnecting one idea with another, and
I would now like to describe to you an argument, funda-
mentally due to Einstein, which indicates that if anything
is conserved - and in this case I apply it to charge - it must
be conserved locally . This argument relies on one thing,
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that if two fellows are, passing each other in space ships,
the question of which guy is doing the moving and which
one standing still cannot be resolved by any experiment .
That is called the principle of relativity, that uniform motion
in a straight line is relative, and that we can look at any
phenomenon from either point of view and cannot say
which one is standing still and which one is moving.
Suppose I have two space ships, A and B (fig . 15). I am

Posil:ions at time
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whom $sees cutnts .

Figure 15

going to take the point of view that A is the one that is
moving past B. Remember that is just an opinion, you can
also look it at the other way and you will get the same
phenomena of nature . Now suppose that the man who is
standing still wants to argue whether or not he has seen a
charge at one end of his ship disappear and a charge at the
other end appear at the same time . In order to make sure it
is the same time he cannot sit in the front of the ship, be-
cause he will see one before he sees the other because of the
travel time of light; so let us suppose that he is very careful
and sits dead centre in the middle of the ship. We have
another man doing the same kind of observation in the
other ship. Now a lightning bolt strikes, and charge is
created at point x, and at the same instant at point y at the
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other end of the ship the charge is annihilated, it disappears .
At the same instant, note, and perfectly consistent with our
idea that charge is conserved. If we lose one electron in one
place we get another elsewhere, but nothing passes in
between. Let us suppose that when the charge disappears
there is a flash, and when it is created there is a flash, so
that we can see what happens. B says they both happen at
the same time, since he knows he is in the middle of the
ship and the light from the bolt which creates x reaches him
at the same time as the light from the flash of disappearance
at y. Then B will say, `Yes, when one disappeared the other
was created' . But what happens to our friend in the other
ship? He says, `No, you are wrong my friend . I saw x
created before y' . This is because he is moving towards x,
so the light from x will have a shorter distance to travel
than the light from y, since he is moving away from y. He
could say, `No, x was created first and then y disappeared,
so for a short time after x was created and before y dis-
appeared I got some charge . That is not the conservation
of charge . It is against the law' . But the first fellow says,
`Yes, butyouare moving'. Then he says, `How do you know?
I think you are moving', and so on. If we are unable, by
any experiment, to see a difference in the physical laws
whether we are moving or not, then if the conservation of
charge were not local only a certain kind of man would see
it work right, namely the guy who is standing still, in an
absolute sense. But such a thing is impossible according to
Einstein's relativity principle, and therefore it is impossible
to have non-local conservation of charge . The locality of the
conservation of charge is consonant with the theory of
relativity, and it turns out that this is true of all the conser-
vation laws . Youcanappreciate that if anything is conserved
the same principle applies .
There is another interesting thing about charge, a very

strange thing for which we have no real explanation today.
It has nothing to do with the conservation law and is inde-
pendent of it . Charge always comes in units. When we have
a charged particle it has one charge or two charges, or minus
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one or minus two. Returning to our table, although this has
nothing to do with the conservation of charge, I must write
down that the thing that is conserved comes in units . It is
very nice that it comes in units, because that makes the
theory of conservation of charge very easy to understand .
It is just a thing we can count, which goes from place to
place. Finally it turns out technically that the total charge
of a thing is easy to determine electrically because the charge
has a very important characteristic ; it is the source of the
electric and magnetic field . Charge is a measure of the inter-
action of an object with electricity, with an electric field . So
another item which we should add to the list is that charge
is the source of a field ; in other words, electricity is related
to charge . Thus the particular quantity which is conserved
here has two other aspects which are not connected with
the conservation directly, but aie interesting anyway . One
is that it comes in units, and the other that it is the source
of a field .
There are many conservation laws, and I will give some

more examples of laws of the same type as the conservation
of charge, in the sense that it is merely a matter of counting .
There is a conservation law called the conservation of
baryons . A neutron can go into a proton. If we count each
of these as one unit, or baryon, then we do not lose the
number of baryons. The neutron carries one baryonic
charge unit, or represents one baryon, a proton represents
one baryon - all we are doing is counting and making big
words! - so if the reaction I am speaking of occurs, in
which a neutron decays into a proton, an electron and an
anti-neutrino, the total number of baryons does not change .
However there are other reactions in nature . A proton plus
a proton can produce a great variety of strange objects, for
example a lambda, a proton and a K plus . Lambda and K
plus are names for peculiar particles .

(eapy) P+P-'-b'
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In this reaction we know we put two baryons in, but we see
only one come out, so possibly either lambda or K+ has a
baryon . If we study the lambda later we discover that very
slowly it disintegrates into a proton and a pi, and ultimately
the pi disintegrates into electrons and what-not.

(slnv) A -)_ P+7T

What we have here is the baryon coming out again in the
proton, so we think the lambda has a baryon number of 1,
but the K+ does not, the K+ has zero .
On our chart of conservation laws (fig . 14), then, we have

charge and now we have a similar situation with baryons,
with a special rule that the baryon number is the number of
protons, plus the number of neutrons, plus the number of
lambdas, minus the number of anti-protons, minus the
number of anti-neutrons, and so on ; it is just a counting
proposition . It is conserved, it comes in units, and nobody
knows but everybody wants to think, by analogy, that it is
the source of a field . The reason we make these tables is that
we are trying to guess at the laws of nuclear interaction, and
this is one of the quick ways of guessing at nature . If charge
is the source of a field, and baryon does the same things in
other respects it ought to be the source of a field too . Too
bad that so far it does not seem to be, it is possible, but we
do not know enough to be sure.
There are one or two more of these countingpropositions,

for example Lepton numbers, and so on, but the idea is the
same as with baryons . There is one, however, which is
slightly different. There are in nature among these strange
particles characteristic rates of reaction, some of which are
very fast and easy, and others which are very slow and hard .
I do not mean easy and hard in a technical sense, in actually
doing the experiment. It concerns the rates at which the
reactions occur when the particles are present . There is a
clear distinction between the two kinds of reaction which I
have mentioned above, the decay of a pair of protons, and
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the much slower decay of the lambda . It turns out that if
you take only the fast and easy reactions there is one more
counting law, in which the lambda gets a minus 1, and the
K plus gets a plus 1, and the proton gets zero. This is called
the strangeness number, or hyperon charge, and it appears
that the rule that it is conserved is right for every easy re-
action, but wrong for the slow reactions . On our chart (fig.
14) we must therefore add the conservation law called the
conservation of strangeness, or the conservation of hyperon
number, which is nearly right. This is very peculiar ; we
see why this quantity has been called strangeness . It is
nearly true that it is conserved, and true that it comes
in units . In trying to understand the strong interactions
which are involved in nuclear forces, the fact that in strong
interactions the thing is conserved has made people propose
that for strong interactions it is also the source of a field, but
again we do not know. I bring these matters up to show you
how conservation laws can be used to guess new laws .
There are other conservation laws that have been pro-

posed from time to time, of the same nature as counting .
For example, chemists once thought that no matter what
happened the number of sodium atoms stayed the same . But
sodium atoms are not permanent. It is possible to transmute
atoms from one element to another so that the original
element has completely disappeared . Another law which was
for a while believed to be true was that the total mass of an
object stays the same . This depends on how you define mass,
and whether you get mixed up with energy . The mass con-
servation law is contained in the next one which I am going
to discuss, the law of conservation of energy. Of all the
conservation laws, that dealing with energy is the most
difficult and abstract, and yet the most useful . It is more
difficult to understand than those I have described so far,
because in the case of charge, and the others, the mechanism
is clear, it is more or less the conservation of objects . This
is not absolutely the case, because of the problem that we
get new things from old things, but it is really a matter of
simply counting.
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The conservation of energy is a little more difficult, be-

cause this time we have 'a number which is not changed in
time, but this number does not represent any particular
thing. I would like to make a kind of silly analogy to ex-
plain a little about it .

I want you to imagine that a mother has a child whom she
leaves alone in a room with 28 absolutely indestructible
blocks . The child plays with the blocks all day, and when
the mother comes back she discovers that there are indeed
28 blocks ; she checks all the time the conservation of blocks!
This goes on for a few days, and then one day when she
comes in there are only 27 blocks . However, she finds one
block lying outside the window, the child had thrown it
out. The first thing you must appreciate about conservation
laws is that you must watch that the stuff you are trying to
check does not go out through the wall . The same thing
could happen the other way, if a boy came in to play with
the child, bringing some blocks with him. Obviously these
are matters you have to consider when you talk about con-
servation laws . Suppose one day when the mother comes to
count the blocks she finds that there are only 25 blocks, but
suspects that the child has hidden the other three blocks in
a little toy box . So she says, `I am going to open the box' .
`No,' he says, `you cannot open the box.' Being a very
clever mother she would say, `I know that when the box is
empty it weighs 16 ounces, and each block weighs 3

" ounces, so what I am going to do is to weigh the box' . So,
totalling up the number of blocks, she would get -

No.of block: seen -!-
1~elskt 0+ bolt-16 .: .

30&.

and that adds up to 28 . This works all right for a while, and
then one day the sum does not check up properly . However,
she notices that the dirty water in the sink is changing its
level. She knows that the water is 6 inches deep when there
is no block in it, and that it would rise J inch if a block was
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in the water, so she adds another term, and now she has -

KO. 41 Woks f't -F~ft 04 bog-16" . 4L#1 Water..6in.

3~s.

	

.at.

and once again it adds up to 28 . As the boy becomes more
ingenious, and the mother continues to be equally ingenious,
more and more terms must be added, all of which represent
blocks, but from the mathematical standpoint are abstract
calculations, because the blocks are not seen .
Now I would like to draw my analogy, and tell you what

is common between this and the conservation of energy, and
what is different . First suppose that in all of the situations
you never saw any blocks . The term `No . of blocks seen' is
never included . Then the mother would always be calculating
a whole lot of terms like `blocks in the box', `blocks in the
water', and so on. With energy there is this difference, that
there are no blocks, so far as we can tell. Also, unlike the
case of the blocks, for energy the numbers that come out
are not integers . I suppose it might happen to the poor
mother that when she calculates one term it comes out
6 } blocks, and when she calculates another it comes out
J of a block, and the others give 21, which still totals 28 .
That is how it looks with energy .
What we have discovered about energy is that we have a

scheme with a sequence of rules . From each different set
of rules we can calculate a-number for each different kind of
energy . When we add all the numbers together, from all the
different forms of energy, it always gives the same total .
But as far as we know there are no real units, no little ball-
bearings . It is abstract, purely mathematical, that there is
a number such that whenever you calculate it it does not
change . I cannot interpret it any better than that.

This energy has all kinds of forms, analogous to the
blocks in the box, blocks in the water, and so on. There is
energy due to motion called kinetic energy, energy due to
gravitational interaction (gravitational potential energy, it
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is called), thermal energy, electrical energy, light energy,
elastic energy in springs and so on, chemical energy, nuclear
energy - and there is also an energy -that a particle has from
its mere existence, an energy that depends directly on its
mass . The last is the contribution of Einstein, as you un-
doubtedly know. E = mc° is the famous equation of the
law I am talking about.

Although I have mentioned a large number of energies,
I would like to explain that we are not completely ignorant
about this, and we do understand the relationship of some of
them to others . For instance, what we call thermal energy is
to a large extent merely the kinetic energy of the motion of
the particles inside an object . Elastic energy and chemical
energy both have the same origin, namely the forces be-
tween the atoms. When the atoms rearrange themselves in
a new pattern some energy is changed, and if that quantity
changes it means that some other quantity also has to
change. For example, if you are burning something the
chemical energy changes, and you find heat where you did
not have heat before, because it all has to add up right .
Elastic energy and chemical energy are both interactions of
atoms, and we now understand these interactions to be a
combination of two things, one electrical energy and the
other kinetic energy again, only this time the formula for it
is quantum mechanical. Light energy is nothing but elec-
trical energy, because light has now been interpreted as an
electric and magnetic wave . Nuclear energy is not represen-
ted in terms of the others ; at the moment I cannot say more
than that it is the result of nuclear forces . I am not just
talking here about the energy released. In the uranium
nucleus there is a certain amount of energy, and when the
thing disintegrates the amount of energy remaining in the
nucleus changes, but the total amount of energy in the world
does not change, so a lot of heat and stuff is generated in
the process, in order to balance up.

This conservation law is very useful in many technical
ways . I will give you some very simple examples to show
how, knowing the law of conservation of energy and the
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formulae for calculating energy, we can understand other
laws . In other words many other laws are not independent,
but are simply secret ways of talking about the conservation
of energy. The simplest is the law of the lever (fig. 16).

A'

Figure 16

We have a lever on a pivot. The length of one arm is 1 foot
and the other 4 feet. First I must give the law for gravity
energy, which is that if you have a number of weights, you
take the weight of each and multiply it by its height above
the ground, add this together for all the weights, and that
gives the total of gravity energy . Suppose I have a 2 lb
weight on the long arm, and an unknown mystic weight on
the other side - X is always the unknown, so let us call it
W to make it seem that we have advanced above the usual!
Now the question is, how much must W be so that it just
balances and swings quietly back and forth without any
trouble? If it swings quietly back and forth, that means that
the energy is the same whether the balance is parallel to
the ground or tilted so that the 2 lb weight is, say, 1 inch
above the ground. If the energy is the same then it does not
care much which way, and it does not fall over. If the 2 lb
weight goes up 1 inch how far down does W go? From the
diagram you can see (fig. 3) that if AO is 1 foot and OB
is 4 feet, then when BB' is 1 inch AA' will be J inch . Now
apply the law for gravity energy . Before anything happened
all the heights were zero, so the total energy was zero . After
the move has happened to get the gravity energy we multi-
ply the weight 2 lb by the height 1 inch and add it to the
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unknown weight W times the height - a inch . The sum of
this must give the same energy as before - zero . So -

tM.T = O. s" w INUSf be $

This is one way we can understand the easy law, which you
already knew of course, the law of the lever. But it is interest-
ing that not only this but hundreds of other physical laws
can be closely related to various forms of energy . I showed
you this example only to illustrate how useful it is .
The only trouble is, of course, that in practice it does not

really work because of friction in the fulcrum. If I have
something moving, for example a ball rolling along at a
constant height, then it will stop on account of friction .
What happened to the kinetic energy ofthe ball? The answer
is that the energy of the motion of the ball has gone into the
energy of the jiggling of the atoms in the floor and in the
ball. The world that we see on a large scale looks like a nice
round ball when we polish it, but it is really quite complica-
ted when looked at on a little scale ; billions of tiny atoms,
with all kinds of irregular shapes . It is like a very rough
boulder when looked at finely enough, because it is made
out of these little balls . The floor is the same, a bumpy busi-
ness made out of balls. When you roll this monster boulder
over the magnified floor you can see that the little atoms are
going to go snapjiggle, snapjiggle . After the thing has
rolled across, the ones that are left behind are still shaking
a little from the pushing and snapping that they went
through ; so there is left in the floor a jiggling motion, or
thermal energy. At first it appears as if the law of conser-
vation is false, but energy has the tendency to hide from
us and we need thermometers and other instruments to
make sure that it is still there. We find that energy is con-
served no matter how complex the process, even when we
do not know the detailed laws .
The first demonstration of the law of conservation of
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energy was not by a physicist but by a medical man. He
demonstrated with rats. If you bum food you can find out
how much heat is generated . If you then feed the same
amount of food to rats it is converted, with oxygen, into
carbon dioxide, in the same way as in burning . When you
measure the energy in each case you find out that living
creatures do exactly the same as non-living creatures . The
law for conservation of energy is as true for life as for
other phenomena . Incidentally, it is interesting that every
law or principle that we know for `dead' things, and that we
can test on the great phenomenon of life, works just as well
there. There is no evidence yet that what goes on in living
creatures is necessarily different, so far as the physical
laws are concerned, from what goes on in non-living things,
although the living things may be much more complicated .
The amount of energy in food, which will tell you how

much heat, mechanical work, etc., it can generate, is
measured in calories . When you hear of calories you are not
eating something called calories, that is simply the measure
of the amount of heat energy that is in the food. Physicists
sometimes feel so superior and smart that other people
would like to catch them out once on something. I will
give you something to get them on. They should be utterly
ashamed of the way they take energy and measure it in a
host of different ways, with different names . It is absurd that
energy can be measured in calories, in ergs, in electron volts,
in foot pounds, in B.T.U.s, in horsepower hours, in kilowatt
hours - all measuring exactly the same thing. It is like having
money in dollars, pounds, and so on ; but unlike the econo-
mic situation where the ratio can change, these dopey things
are in absolutely guaranteed proportion . If anything is
analogous, it is like shillings and pounds - there are always
20 shillings to a pound. But one complication that the
physicist allows is that instead of having a number like 20
he has irrational ratios like 16183178 shillings to a pound.
You would think that at least the more modern high-class
theoretical physicists would use a common unit, but you
find papers with degrees Kelvin for measuring energy, mega-
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cycles, and now inverse Fermis, the latest invention . For
those who want some proof that physicists are human, the
proof is in the idiocy of all the different units which they
use for measuring energy .
There are a number of interesting phenomena in nature

which present us with curious problems concerning energy .
There has been a recent discovery of things called quasars,
which are enormously far away, and they radiate so much
energy in the form of light and radio waves that the question
is where does it come from? If the conservation of energy
is right, the condition of the quasar after it has radiated this
enormous amount of energy must be different from its
condition before . The question is, is it coming from gravi-
tation energy - is the thing collapsed gravitationally, in a
different condition gravitationally? Or is this big emission
corning from nuclear energy? Nobody knows . You might
propose that perhaps the law of conservation of energy is
not right . Well, when a thing is investigated as incompletely
as the quasar - quasars are so distant that the astronomers
cannot see them too easily - then if such a thing seems to
conflict with the fundamental laws, it very rarely is that
the fundamental laws are wrong, it usually is just that the
details are unknown .

Another interesting example of the use of the law of
conservation of energy is in the reaction when a neutron
disintegrates into a proton, an electron, and an anti-neutrino .
It was first thought that a neutron turned into a proton plus
an electron. But the energy of all the particles could be
measured, and a proton and an electron together did not
add up to a neutron . Two possibilities existed. It might
have been that the law of energy conservation was not
right ; in fact it was proposed by Bohr* for a while that per-
haps the conservation law worked only statistically, on the
average . But it turns out now that the other possibility is
the correct one, that the fact that the energy does not check
out is because there is something else coming out, something

*Niels Bohr, Danish physicist.
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which we now call an anti-neutrino. The anti-neutrino which
comes out takes up the energy. You might say that the only
reason for the anti-neutrino is to make the conservation of
energy right. But it makes a lot of other things right, like
the conservation of momentum and other conservation laws,
and very recently it has been directly demonstrated that
such neutrinos do indeed exist.

This example illustrates a point. How is it possible that
we can extend our laws into regions we are not sure about?
Why are we so confident that, because we have checked the
energy conservation here, when we get a new phenomenon
we cansay it has to satisfy the law ofconservation ofenergy ?
Every once in a while you read in the paper that physicists
have discovered that one of their favourite laws is wrong.
Is it then a mistake to say that a law is true in a region where
you have not yet looked? If you will never say that a law is
true in a region where you have not already looked you do
not know anything. If the only laws that you find are those
which you have just finished observing then you can never
make any predictions . Yet the only utility of science is to
go on and to try to make guesses. So what we always do is
to stick our necks out, and in the case of energy the most
likely thing is that it is conserved in other places .
Of course this means that science is uncertain ; the mo-

ment that you make a proposition about a region of ex-
perience that you have not directly seen then you must be
uncertain. But we always must make statements about the
regions that we have not seen, or the whole business is no
use. For instance, the mass of an object changes when it
moves, because of the conservation of energy . Because of
the relation of mass and energy the energy associated with
the motion appears as an extra mass, so things get heavier
when they move. Newton believed that this was not the
case, and that the masses stayed constant. When it was dis-
covered that the Newtonian idea was false everyone kept
saying what a terrible thing it was that physicists had found
out that they were wrong. Why did they think they were
right? The effect is very small, and only shows when you get
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near the speed of light. If.you spin a top it weighs the same
as if you do not spin it, to within a very very fine fraction .
Should they then have said, 'If you do not move any faster
than so-and-so, then the mass does not change'? That
would then be certain. No, because if the experiment
happened to have been done only with tops of wood,
copper and steel, they would have had to say `Tops made
out of copper, wood and steel, when not moving any faster
than so and so . . .' . You see, we do not know all the con-
ditions that we need for an experiment . It is not known
whether a radioactive top would have a mass that is con-
served . So we have to make guesses in order to give any
utility at all to science . In order to avoid simply describing
experiments that have been done, we have to propose laws
beyond their observed range. There is nothing wrong with
that, despite the fact that it makes science uncertain . If you
thought before that science was certain - well, that is just
an error on your part .
To return then, to our list of conservation laws (fig. 14),

we can add energy . It is conserved perfectly, as far as we
know. It does not come in units. Now the question is, is
it the source of a field? The answer is yes. Einstein under-
stood gravitation as being generated by energy . Energy and
mass are equivalent, and so Newton's interpretation that
the mass is what produces gravity has been modified to the
statement that the energy produces the gravity.
There are other laws similar to the conservation of energy,

irv the sense that they are numbers. One of them is momen-
tum. If you take all the masses of an object, multiply them
by the velocities, and add them all together, the sum is the
momentum of the particles ; and the total amount of mo-
mentum is conserved. Energy and momentum are now
understood to be very closely related, so I have put them in
the same column of our table .
Another example of a conserved quantity is angular

momentum, an item whichwe discussed before . The angular
momentum is the area generated per second by objects
moving about. For example, if we have a moving object,
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and we take any centre whatsoever, then the speed at which
the area (fig . 17) swept out by a line from centre to object,

Figure 17

increases, multiplied by the mass of the object, and added
together for all the objects, is called the angular momentum.
And that quantity does not change . So we have conservation
of angular momentum. Incidentally, at first sight, if you
know too much physics, you might think that the angular
momentum is not conserved . Like the energy it appears in
different forms . Although most people think it only appears
in motion it does appear in other forms, as I will illustrate .
Ifyou have a wire, and move a magnet up into it, increasing
the magnetic field through the flux through the wire, there
will be an electric current - that is how electric generators
work . Imagine that instead of a wire I have a disc, on which
there are electric charges analogous to the electrons in the
wire (fig . 18) . Now I bring a magnet dead centre along the

Figure 18
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axis from far away, very rapidly up to the disc, so that now
there is a flux change . Then, just as in the wire, the charges
will start to go around, and if the disc were on a wheel it
would be spinning by the time I had brought the magnet
up. That does not look like conservation of angular momen-
tum, because when the magnet is away from the disc nothing
is turning, and when they are close together it is spinning .
We have got turning for nothing, and that is against the
rules . `Oh yes,' you say, `I know, there must be some other
kind of interaction that makes the magnet spin the opposite
way.' That is not the case . There is no electrical force on the
magnet tending to twist it the opposite way . The explana-
tion is that angular momentum appears in two forms : one
of them is angular momentum of motion, and the other is
angular momentum in electric and magnetic fields . There is
angular momentum in the field around the magnet, although
it does not appear as motion, and this has the opposite sign
to the spin . If we take the opposite case it is even clearer
(fig . 19) .

Figure 19

If we have just the particles, and the magnet, close together,
and everything is standing still, I say there is angular momen-
tum in the field, a hidden form of angular momentum which
does not appear as actual rotation . When you pull the mag-
net down and take the instrument apart, then all the fields
separate and the angular momentum now has to appear and
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Figure 20

measure, and we will discuss it in much more detail in the
next lecture . The reason this is not very interesting in classi-
cal physics is because the times when there are such nicely
symmetrical initial conditions are very rare, and it is there-
fore a not very important or practical conservation law . But
in quantum mechanics, when we deal with very simple
systems like atoms, their internal constitution often has a
kind of symmetry, like bilateral symmetry, and then the
symmetry character is maintained . This is therefore an
important law for understanding quantum phenomena.
One interesting question is whether there is a deeper

basis for these conservation laws, or whether we have to take
them as they are. I will discuss that question in the next
lecture, but there is one point I should like to make now. In
discussing these ideas on a popular level, there seem to be
a lot of unrelated concepts ; but with a more profound
understanding of the various principles there appear deep
interconnections between the concepts, each one implying
others in some way. One example is the relation between
relativity and the necessity for local conservation . If I had
stated this without a demonstration, it might appear to be
some kind of miracle that if you cannot tell how fast you
are moving this implies that if something is conserved it
must be done not by jumping from one place to another.
At this point I would like to indicate how the conserva-

tion of angular momentum, the conservation of momentum,
and a few other things are to some extent related . The con-
servation of angular momentum has to do with the area
swept by particles moving . If you have a lot of particles
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the disc will start to spin . The law that makes it spin is the
law of induction of electricity.
Whether angular momentum comes in units is very diffi-

cult for me to answer. At first sight it appears that it is
absolutely impossible that angular momentum comes in
units, because angular momentum depends upon the direc-
tion at which you project the picture . You are looking at an
area change, and obviously this will be different depending
on whether it is looked at from an angle, or straight on . If
angular momentum came in units, and say you looked at
something and it showed 8 units, then if you looked at it
from a very slightly different angle, the number of units
would be very slightly different, perhaps a tiny bit less than
8. But 7 is not a little bit less than 8 ; it is a definite amount
less than eight . So it cannot possibly come in units . However
this proof is evaded by the subtleties and peculiarities of
quantum mechanics, and if we measure the angular momen-
tum about any axis, amazingly enough it is always a
number of units . It is not the kind of unit, like an electric
charge, that you can count . The angular momentum does
come in units in the mathematical sense that the number we
get in any measurement is a definite integer times a unit. But
we cannot interpret this in the same way as with units of
electric charge, imaginable units that we can count - one,
then another, then another . In the case of angular momen-
tum we cannot imagine them as separate units, but it comes
out always as an integer . . . which is very peculiar.
There are other conservation laws . They are not as

interesting as those I have described, and do not deal exactly
with the conservation of numbers. Suppose we had some
kind of device with particles moving with a certain definite
symmetry, and suppose their movements were bilaterally
symmetrical (fig . 20) . Then, following the laws of physics,
with all the movements and collisions, you could expect, and
rightly, that if you look at the same picture later on it will
still be bilaterally symmetrical . So there is a kind of con-
servation, the conservation of the symmetry character. This
should be in the table, but it is not like a number that you
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(fig . 21), and take your centre (x) very far away, then the
distances are almost the same for every object . In this case
the only thing that counts in the area sweeping, or in the
conservation of angular momentum, is the component of
motion, which in figure 21 is vertical . What we discover then

Figure 21

is that the total of the masses, each multiplied by its velocity
vertically, must be a constant, because the angular momen-
tum is a constant about any point, and if the chosen point
is far enough away only the masses and velocities are rele-
vant . In this way the conservation of angular momentum
implies the conservation of momentum. This in turn implies
something else, the conservation of another item which is
so closely connected that I did not bother to put it in the
table . This is a principle about the centre of gravity (fig . 22) .

Figure 22
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A mass, in a box, cannot just disappear from one position
and move over to another position all by itself. That is
nothing to do with conservation of the mass ; you still have
the mass, just moved from one place to another . Charge

The Great Conservation Principles
could do this, but not a mass . Let me explain why . The laws
of physics are not affected by motion, so we can suppose
that this box is drifting slowly upwards. Now we take the
angular momentum from a point not far away, x. As the
box is drifting upwards, if the mass is lying quiet in the box,
at position 1, it will be producing an area at a given rate .
After the mass has moved over to position 2, the area will
be increasing at a greater rate, because although the altitude
will be the same because the box is still drifting upwards,
the distance from x to the mass has increased . By the con-
servation of angular momentum you cannot change the
rate at which the area is changing, and therefore you simply
cannot move one mass from one place to another unless
you push on something else to balance up the angular mo-
mentum . That is the reason why rockets in empty space
cannot go . . . but they do go . If you figure it out with a lot
of masses, then if you move one forward you must move
others back, so that the total motion back and forward of all
the masses is nothing . This is how a rocket works. At first
it is standing still, say, in empty space, and then it shoots
some gas out of the back, and the rocket goes forward . The
point is that of all the stuff in the world, the centre of mass,
the average of all the mass, is still right where it was before .
The interesting part has moved on, and an uninteresting
part that we do not care about has moved back . There is
no theorem that says that the interesting things in the
world are conserved - only the total of everything.

Discovering the laws of physics is like trying to put to-
gether the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle . We have all these dif-
ferent pieces, and today they are proliferating rapidly . Many
of them are lying about and cannot be fitted with the other
ones . Howdo we know that they belong together? How do
we know that they are really all part of one as yet incom-
plete picture? We are not sure, and it worries us to some
extent, but we get encouragement from the common charac-
teristics of several pieces . They all show blue sky, or they
are all made out of the same kind of wood. All the various
physical laws obey the same conservation principles .
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Symmetry in Physical Law

Symmetry seems to be absolutely fascinating to the human
mind. We like to look at symmetrical things in nature, such
as perfectly symmetrical spheres like planets and the sun, or
symmetrical crystals like snowflakes, or flowers which are
nearly symmetrical . However, it is not the symmetry of the
objects in nature that I want to discuss here ; it is rather the
symmetry ofthe physical laws themselves . It is easy to under-
stand how an object can be symmetrical, but how can a
physical law have a symmetry? Of course it cannot, but
physicists delight themselves by using ordinary words for
something else . In this case they have a feeling about the
physical laws which is very close to the feeling of symmetry
of objects, and they call it the symmetry of the laws . That
is what I am going to discuss .
What is symmetry? If you look at me I am symmetrical,

right and left - apparently externally, at least . A vase can be
symmetrical in the same way or in other ways. How can you
define it? The fact that I am left and right symmetric means
that if you put everything that is on one side on the other
side, and vice versa - if you just exchange the two sides - I
shall look exactly the same . A square has a symmetry of a
special kind, because if I turn it around through 90 degrees
it still looks exactly the same . Professor Weyl,* the mathe-
matician, gave an excellent definition of symmetry, which
is that a thing is symmetrical if there is something that you
can do to it so that after you have finished doing it it looks
the same as it did before . That is the sense in which we say
that the laws of physics are symmetrical ; that there are

*Hermann Weyl, 1885-1955, German mathematician.
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things we can do to the physical laws, or to our way of rep-
resenting the physical laws) which make no difference, and
leave everything unchanged in its effects . It is this aspect of
physical laws that is going to concern us in this lecture .
The simplest example of this kind of symmetry - you will

see that it is not the same as you might have thought, left
and right symmetric, or anything like that - is a symmetry
called translation in space. This has the following meaning :
if you build any kind of apparatus, or do any kind of experi-
ment with some things, and then go and build the same
apparatus to do the same kind of experiment, with similar
things but put them here instead of there, merely translated
from one place to another in space, then the same thing will
happen in the translated experiment as would have happened
in the original experiment . It is not true here actually . If I
actually built such an apparatus, and then displaced it 20
feet to the left of where I am now it would get into the wall,
and there would be difficulties . It is necessary, in defining
this idea, to take into account everything that might affect
the situation, so that when you move the thing you move
everything. For example, if the system involved a pendulum,
and I moved it 20,000 miles to the right, it would not work
properly any more because the pendulum involves the attrac-
tion of the earth. However, if I imagine that I move the
earth as well as the equipment then it would behave in the
same way . The problem in this situation is that you must
translate everything which may have any influence on the
situation . That sounds a little dopey, because it sounds as if
you can just translate an experiment, and if it does not work
you can just presume that you did not translate enough stuff
- so you are bound to win . Actually this is not so, because it
is not self-evident that you are bound to win. The remarkable
thing about nature is that it is possible to translate enough
stuff so that it does behave the same way. That is a positive
statement .

I would like to illustrate that such a thing is true . Let us
take as an example the law of gravitation, which says that
the force between objects varies inversely as the square of
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the distance between them; and I would remind you that a
thing responds to a force by changing its velocity, with time,
in the direction of the force . If I have a pair of objects, like
a planet going around a sun, and I move the whole pair
over, then the distance between the objects of course does
not change, and so the forces do not change . Further, when
they are in the moved-over situation they will go at the
same speed, and all the changes will remain in proportion
and everything go around in the two systems in exactly the
same way. The fact that the law says `the distance between
two objects', rather than some absolute distance from the
central eye of the universe, means that the laws are trans-
latable in space .

That, then, is the first symmetry - translation in space .
The next one could be called translation in time, but, better,
let us say that delay in time makes no difference . We start a
planet going around the sun in a certain direction ; if we
could start it all over again, two hours later, or two years
later, with another beginning, but starting with the planet
and the sun going in exactly the same way, then it would
behave in exactly the same way, because again the law of
gravitation talks about the velocity, and never about the
absolute time when you were supposed to start measuring
things. In this particular example, in fact, we are not really
sure . When we discussed gravitation, we talked about the
possibility that the force of gravity changed with time . This
would mean that translation in time is not a valid proposi-
tion, because if the constant of gravitation will be weaker a
billion years hence than it is now, then it is not true that
the motion would be exactly the same for our experimental
sun and planet a billion years from now as it is now. As far
as we know today (I have only discussed the laws as we
know them today. - I only wish I could discuss the laws as we
shall know them tomorrow 1) as far as we know, a delay in
time makes no difference .
We know that in one respect this is not really true . It is

true for what we now call physical laws ; but one of the facts
of the world (which may be very different) is that it looks
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as if the universe had a definite time of beginning, and that
everything is exploding apart. You might call that a con-
dition of geography, analogous to the situation that when
I translate in space I must translate everything . In the same
sense you might say that the laws for time are the same and
we must move the expansion of the universe with everything
else . We could have made another analysis in which we star-
ted the universe later ; but we do not start the universe, and
we have no control over the situation and no way to define
that idea experimentally. Therefore as far as science is con-
cerned there really is no way to tell . The fact of the matter
is that the conditions of the world appear to be changing in
time, the galaxies separating from one another, so if you
were to awake in some science-fiction story at an unknown
time, by measuring the average distances to the galaxies
you could tell when it was . That means that the world will
not look the same if delayed in time.
Now it is conventional today to separate the physical

laws, which tell how things will move if you start them in a
given condition, from the statement of how the world actu-
ally began, because we know so little about that . It is usually
considered that astronomical history, or cosmological his-
tory, is a little different from physical law . Yet if put to a
test of how to define the difference I would be hard pressed .
The best characteristic ofphysical law is its universality, and
if anything is universal it is the expansion of all the nebulae .
I have therefore no way of defining the difference . However,
if I restrict myself to disregard the origin of the universe and
take only the physical laws that are known, then a delay in
time makes no difference .

Let us take some other examples of symmetry laws . One
is a rotation in space, a fixed rotation . If I do some experi-
ments with a piece of equipment built in one place, and then
take another one (possibly translated so that it does not get
in the way) exactly the same, but turned so that all the axes
are in a different direction, it will work the same way. Again
we have to turn everything that is relevant . If the thing is a
grandfather clock, and you turn it horizontal, then the
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pendulum will just sit up against the wall of the cabinet
and not work. But if you turn the earth too (which is
happening all the time) the clock still keeps working.
The mathematical description of this possibility ofturning

is a rather interesting one . To describe what goes on in a
situation we use numbers to tell where something is . They
are called the co-ordinates of a point, and we sometimes use
three numbers, to describe how high the point is above some
plane, how far it is in front, say, or behind in negative
numbers, and how far to the left. In this case I am not going
to worry about up and down because for rotations I just
have to use two of these three co-ordinates . Let us call the
distance in front of me x, and y can be the distance to the
left . Then I can locate any body by telling how far it is in
front and how far to the left . Those who come from New
York City will know that the street numbers work that way
very neatly - or they did until they began to change the
name of Sixth Avenue l The mathematical idea about the
turning is this : if I locate a point as I have described, by
giving its x and y co-ordinates and someone else, facing a
different way, locates the same point in the same way, but
calculating the x' and y' in relation to his own position, then
you can see that my x co-ordinate is a mixture of the two
co-ordinates calculated by the other man. The connexion of
the transformation is that x gets mixed into x' and y' and y
into y' and x' . The laws of nature should so be written that if
you make such a mixture, and resubstitute in the equations,
then the equations will not change their form . That is the
way in which the symmetry appears in mathematical form .
You write the equations with certain letters, then there is a
way of changing the letters from x and y to a different x, x',
and a different y, y', which is a formula in terms of the old x
and y, and the equations look the same, only they have
primes all over them . This just means that the other man will
see the thing behaving in his apparatus the same way as I see
it in mine, which is turned the other way.

I will give another, very interesting, example of a sym-
metry law. It is a question of uniform velocity in a straight
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Figure 23
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Relation of point P to
me is described by two
numbers x, y ; x is how
far P is in front of me
and y is how far to the
left .

The same point P is des-
cribed by two new num-
bers x', y' if I am in the
same place but simply
turned .

line . It is believed that the laws of physics are unchanged
under a uniform velocity in a straight line . This is called the
principle of relativity. If we have a space ship, and we have
a bit of equipment in it that is doing something, and we
have another similar equipment down here on the ground,
then, if the space ship is going along at a uniform speed,
somebody inside, watching what is going on on his appara-
tus, can see nothing different from the effects I, who am
standing still, can see on my apparatus . Of course if he
looks outside, or if he bumps into an outside wall, or some-
thing like that, that is another matter ; but in so far as he
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is moving at a uniform velocity in a straight line, the laws of
physics look the same to him as they do to me. Since that
is the case, I cannot say who is moving .

I must emphasize here, before we go any further, that in
all of these transformations, and all of these symmetries,
we are not talking about moving a whole universe . In the
case of time I am saying nothing if I imagine that I move all
the times in the whole universe . So also there would be no
content in the statement that if I took everything in the
whole universe, and moved it over in space, it would be-
have the same way. The- remarkable thing is that if I take
a piece of apparatus and move it over, then if I make
sure about a lot of conditions, and include enough appara-
tus, I can get a piece of the world and move it relative
to the average of all the rest of the stars, and this still
does not make any difference . In the relativity case it means
that someone coasting at a uniform velocity in a straight
line, relative to the average of the rest of the nebulae, sees
no effect . Put another way, it is impossible to determine
by any effects from the experiments inside a car, without
looking out, whether you are moving relative to all the
stars .
This proposition was first stated by Newton. Let us take

his law of gravitation . It says that the forces are inversely
as the squares of the distances, and that a force produces a
change in velocity . Now suppose I have worked out what
happens when a planet goes around a fixed sun, and now I
want to work out what happens when a planet is going
around a drifting sun . Then all of the velocities that I had
in the first case are different in the second case ; I have to
add on a constant velocity . But the law is stated in terms of
changes in velocity, so that what happens is that the force on
the planet with the fixed sun is the same as the force on the
planet with the drifting sun, and therefore the changes in
velocity of the two planets will also be identical . Sb any
extra velocity I started with on the second planet just keeps
on going, and all the changes are accumulated on top ofthat .
The net result ofthe mathematics is that ifyou add a constant
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speed the laws will be exactly the same, so that we cannot,
by studying the solar system and the way the planets go
around the sun, figure out whether the sun is itself drifting
through space. According to Newton's law there is no effect
of such a drift through space on the motions of the planets
around the sun ; so Newton added that `The motion of
bodies among themselves is the same in a space, whether
that space is itself at rest relative to the fixed stars, or moving
at a uniform velocity in a straight line' .
As time went on, new laws were discovered after Newton,

among them the laws of electricity discovered by Maxwell .
One of the consequences of the laws of electricity was that
there should be waves, electromagnetic waves - light is an
example - which should go at 186,000 miles a second, flat .
I mean by that 186,000 miles a second, come what may. So
then it was easy to tell where rest was, because the law that
light goes at 186,000 miles a second is certainly not (at first
sight) one which will permit one to move without some
effect . It is evident, is* it not, that if you are in a space ship
going at 100,000 miles a second in some direction, while I
am standing still, and I shoot a light beam at 186,000 miles
a second through a little hole in your ship, then, as it goes
through your ship, since you are going at 100,000 miles per
second and the light is going at 186,000, the light is only
going to look to you as if it is passing at 86,000 miles a
second. But it turns out that if you do this experiment it
looks to you as if it is going at 186,000 miles a second past
you, and to me as if it is going 186,000 miles a second past
me l
The facts of nature are not so easy to understand, and the

fact of the experiment was so obviously counter to common-
sense, that there are some people who still do not believe the
result l But time after time experiments indicated that the
speed is 186,000 miles a second no matter how fast you are
moving. The question now is how that could be. Einstein

*James Clerk Maxwell, 1831-79. First teacher of experimental
physics at Cambridge.
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realized, and Poincar6* too, that the only possible way in
which a person moving and a person standing still could
measure the speed to be the same was that their sense of
time and their sense of space are not the same, that the
clocks inside the space ship are ticking at a different speed
from those on the ground, and so forth . You might say, `Ah,
but if the clock is ticking and I look at the clock in the space
ship, then I can see that it is going slow'. No, your brain is
going slow too 1 So by making sure that everything went
just so inside the space ship, it was possible to cook up a
system by which in the space ship it would look like 186,000
space-ship miles per space-ship second, whereas here it
would look like 186,000 my miles per my second . That is a
very ingenious thing to be able to do, and it turns out, re-
markably enough, to be possible .

I have mentioned already one of the consequences of this
principle of relativity, that you cannot tell how fast you are
moving in a straight line ; you remember in the last lecture
the case in which we had two cars, A and B (fig. 24) . There
was an event, which happened at each end of car B. A man

Posil:ions at time
of eveKts

Figure 24

*Jules Henri Poincare, 1854-1912. French scientist.
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was standing in the middle of the car, and the events (x and
y) happened at each end of his car at a certain instant, which
he claimed was the same time for each event, because,
standing in the middle of the car, he saw the light from both
of these things at the same time . But the man in car A, who
happened to be moving with a constant velocity relative to
B, saw the same two events, not at the same time, but in
fact he saw x first, because the light reached him before the
light from y, because he was moving forward . You see that
one of the consequences of the principle of symmetry for
uniform velocity in a straight line - that word symmetry
means that you cannot tell who's view is correct - is that
when I talk about everything that is happening in the world
`now', that does not mean anything . If you are moving
along at a uniform velocity in a straight line, then the things
that happen that appear to you as simultaneous are not the
same events as appear simultaneous to me, even though we
are passing each other on the instant when I consider the
simultaneous event to have happened. We cannot agree
what `now' means at a distance . This means a profound
transformation of our ideas of space and time, in order to
maintain this principle that uniform velocity in a straight
line cannot be detected . Actually what is happening here is
that two things which appear from one point of view to be
simultaneous, seem from another point of view to be not
at the same time, provided they are not at the same place,
but are far apart in distance .
You can see that this is very much like the x and y business

in space . If I stand facing an audience, then the two sides of
the stage on which I stand are on a level with me. They have
the same x, but different y . But if I turn round through 90°,
and look at the same pair of walls, but from a different point
of view, then one is in front of me and one is behind, they
have different x' . So it is that the two events which from one
point of view seem to be at the same time (same t), from
another point of view can seem to be at different times
(different t') . A generalization of the two-dimensional rota-
tion that I spoke about was therefore made into space and
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time, so that time was added to space to make a four-
dimensional world. It is not merely an artificial addition,
like the explanation given in most of the popular books,
which say 'We add time to space, because you cannot only
locate a point, you also have to say when'. That is true, but
that would not make it real four-dimensional space-time ;
that just puts the two things together . Real space has, in a
sense, the characteristic that its existence is independent of
the particular point of view, and that looked at from dif-
ferent points ofviewa certain amount of 'forward-backward'
can get mixed up with 'left-right' . In an analogous way a
certain amount of time 'future-past' can get mixed up with
a certain amount of space . Space and time must be com-
pletely interlocked ; after this discovery Minkowski said
that 'Space of itself and time of itself shall sink into mere
shadows, and only a kind of union between them shall
survive' .

I bring this particular example up in such detail because
it is really the beginning of the study of symmetries in phy-
sical laws . It was Poincar6's suggestion to make this analysis
of what you can do to the equations and leave them alone.
It was Poincar6's attitude to pay attention to the symmetries
of physical laws . The symmetries of translation in space,
delay in time, and so on, were not very deep ; but the sym-
metry ofuniform velocity in a straight line is very interesting,
and has all kinds of consequences . Furthermore, these con-
sequences are extendable into laws that we do not know. For
example, by guessing that this principle is true for the dis-
integration of a mu meson, we can state that we cannot use
mu mesons to tell how fast we are going in a space ship
either ; and thus we know something at least about mu
meson disintegration, even though we do not know why the
mu meson disintegrates in the first place .
There are many other symmetries, some of them of a very

different kind . I will just mention a few . One is that you can
replace one atom by another of the same kind and it makes
no difference to any phenomenon. Now you may ask 'What
do you mean by the same kind?' I can only answer that I
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mean one which, when replaced by the other one, does not
make any difference! It looks as if physicists are always
talking nonsense in a way, doesn't it? There are many dif-
ferent kinds of atoms, and if you replace one by one of a
different kind it makes a difference, but if you replace one
by the same kind it makes no difference, which looks like a
circular definition . But the real meaning of the thing is that
there are atoms of the same kind ; that it is possible to find
groups, classes of atoms, so that you can replace one by
another of the same kind and it makes no difference . Since
the number of atoms in any tiny little piece of material is
1 followed by 23 noughts or so, it is very important that they
are the same, that they are not all different. It is really very
interesting that we can classify them into a limited number
of a few hundred different types of atom, so the state-
ment that we can replace one atom by another of the
same kind has a great amount of content. It has the
greatest amount of content in quantum mechanics, but
it is impossible for me to explain this here, partly,
but only partly, because this lecture is addressed to
an audience that is mathematically untrained ; it is quite
subtle anyway. In quantum mechanics the proposition that
you can replace one atom by another of the same kind has
marvellous consequences . It produces peculiar phenomena
in liquid helium, the liquid that flows through pipes without
any resistance, just coasts on for ever . In fact it is the origin
of the whole periodic table of the elements, and of the force
that keeps me from going through the floor. I cannot go
into all this in detail, but I want to emphasize the importance
of looking at these principles .
By this time you are probably convinced that all the laws

of physics are symmetrical under any kind of change what-
soever, so now I will give a few that do not work . The first
one is change of scale . It is not true that if you build an
apparatus, and then build another one, with every part made
exactly the same, of the same kind of stuff, but twice as big,
that it will work in exactly the same way. You who are
familiar with atoms are aware of this fact, because if I made
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the apparatus ten billion times smaller I would only have
five atoms in it, and I cannot make, for instance, a machine
tool out of only five atoms. It is perfectly obvious if we go
that far that we cannot change the scale, but even before the
complete awareness of the atomic picture was developed
it became apparent that this law is not right. You have
probably seen in the newspapers from time to time that
somebody has made a cathedral with matchsticks - several
floors, and everything more Gothic than any Gothic cathe-
dral has ever been, and more delicate. Why do we never
build big cathedrals like that, with great logs, with the same
degree of `ginger cake', the same enormous degree of detail?
The answer is that if we did build one it would be so high
and so heavy that it would collapse . Ah! But you forgot that
when you are comparing two things you must change every-
thing that is in the system. The little cathedral made with
matchsticks is attracted to the earth, so to make a compari-
son the big cathedral should be attracted to an even bigger
earth . Too bad . A bigger earth would attract it even more,
and the sticks would break even more surely!

This fact that the laws of physics were not unchanged
under change of scale was first discovered by Galileo . In
discussing the strength of rods and bones, he argued that if
you need a bone for a bigger animal - say an animal twice
as high, wide, and thick - you will have eight times the
weight, so you need a bone that can hold the strength
eight times. But what a bone can hold depends on its cross-
section, and if you made the bone twice as big it would only
have four times the cross-section and would only be able to
support four times the weight . In his book Dialogue on Two
New Sciences, you will see pictures of imaginary bones of
enormous dogs, way out of proportion . I suppose Galileo
felt that the discovery of the fact that the laws of nature are
not unchanged under change of scale was as important as
his laws of motion, because they are both put together in
the tome on Two New Sciences.
Another example of something that is not a symmetry law

is the fact that if you are spinning at a uniform angular
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speed in a space ship, it is not true to say that you cannot
tell if you are going around . You can . I might say that you
would get dizzy. There are other effects ; things get thrown
to the walls from the centrifugal force (or however you wish
to describe it - I hope there are no teachers of freshman
physics in the audience to correct me!) . It is possible to tell
that the earth is rotating by a pendulum or by a gyroscope,
and you are probably aware that various observatories and
museums have so-called Foucault* pendulums that prove
that the earth is rotating, without looking at the stars . It
is possible to tell that we are going around at a uniform
angular velocity on the earth without looking outside, be-
cause the laws of physics are not unchanged by such a
motion .
Many people have proposed that really the earth is rota-

ting relative to the galaxies, and that if we were to turn the
galaxies too it would not make any difference. Well, I do
not know what would happen if you were to turn the whole
universe, and we have at the moment no way to tell . Nor, at
the moment, do we have any theory which describes the
influence of a galaxy on things here so that it comes out of
this theory - in a straightforward way, and not by cheating
or forcing - that the inertia for rotation, the effect of rota-
tion, the fact that a spinning bucket of water has a concave
surface, is the result of a force from the objects around . It is
not known whether this is true . That it should be the case is
known as Mach's principle, but that it is the case has not
yet been demonstrated . The more direct experimental ques-
tion is whether, if we are rotating at a uniform velocity
relative to the nebulae, we see any effect . The answer is yes .
If we are moving in a space ship at a uniform velocity in a
straight line relative to the nebulae, do we see any effect?
The answer is no . Two different things . We cannot say that
all motion is relative. That is not the content of relativity .
Relativity says that uniform velocity in a straight line rela-
tive to the nebulae is undetectable .

*Jean Bernard L6on Foucault, 1819-68. French physicist.
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centration of sugar in water by putting polarized light
through the water . If you put a piece of polaroid that lets
light through at a certain axis in the water, you find that
when you watch the light as it goes through deeper and
deeper sugar water you have to turn another piece of
polaroid at the other end of the water more and more to the
right to let the light through . Ifyou put the light through the
solution in the other direction it is still to the right . Here,
then, is a difference between right and left. We could use
sugar-water and light in the clocks . Suppose we have a tank
of water and make light go through and turn our second
piece of polaroid so that the light just gets through ; then
suppose we make the corresponding arrangement in our
second clock, hoping the light will turn to the left . It will
not ; it will still turn to the right and will not get through.
By using sugar water our two clocks can be made different!

This is a most remarkable fact, and it seems at first sight
to prove that the physical laws are not symmetric for reflec-
tion. However, the sugar that we used that time may have
been from sugar beet ; but sugar is a fairly simple mole-
cule, and it is possible to make it in the laboratory out of
carbon dioxide and water, going through lots of stages in
between. If you try artificial sugar, which chemically seems
to be the same in every way, it does not turn the light .
Bacteria eat sugar ; if you put bacteria in the artificial sugar
water it turns out that they only eat half the sugar, and when
the bacteria are finished and you pass polarized light through
the remaining sugar water you find it turns to the left . The
explanation of this is as follows . Sugar is a complicated
molecule, a set of atoms in a complicated arrangement . If
you make exactly the same arrangement, but with left as
right, then every distance between every pair of atoms is the
same in one as in the other, the energy of the molecules is
exactly the same, and for all chemical phenomena not in-
volving life they are the same . But living creatures find a
difference. Bacteria eat one kind and not the other . The
sugar that comes from sugar beet is all one kind, all right-
hand molecules, and so it turns the light one way . The
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The next symmetry law that I would like to discuss is an

interesting one and has an interesting history . That is the
question of reflection in space. I build a piece of apparatus,
let us say a clock, and then a short distance away I build
another clock, a mirror image of the first . They match each
other like two gloves, right and left ; each spring which is
wound one way in one clock is wound in the opposite way
in the other, and so on. I wind up the two clocks, set them
in corresponding positions, and then let them tick . The
question is, will they always agree with each other? Will
all the machinery of one clock go in the mirror image of the
other? I do not know what you would guess about that .
You would probably guess it is true ; most people did . Of
course we are not talking about geography . We can dis-
tinguish right and left by geography. We can say that if we
stand in Florida and look at New York the ocean is on the
right . That distinguishes right and left, and if the clock in-
volved the water of the sea then it would not work if we
built it the other way because its ticker would not get in the
water . In that case what we would have to imagine is that
the geography of the earth was turned round too on the
other clock ; anything that is involved must be turned round.
Nor are we interested in history . If you pick up a screw in a
machine shop, the chances are it has a right-hand thread ;
you might argue that the other clock would not be the same
because it would be harder to get the screws . But that is just
a question of what kind of things we make. Altogether the
first guess is likely to be that nothing makes any difference .
It turns out that the laws of gravitation are such that it
would not make any difference if the clock worked by
gravity. The laws of electricity and magnetism are such that
if in addition it had electric and magnetic guts, currents and
wires and what-not, the corresponding clock would still
work . If the clock involved ordinary nuclear reactions to
make it run, it would not make any difference either . But
there is something that can make a difference, and I will
come to it in a moment.
You may know that it is possible to measure the con-
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bacteria can only eat that kind ofmolecule . When we manu-
facture the sugar from substances which are not themselves
asymmetrical, simple gases, we make both kinds in equal
numbers. Then if we introduce the bacteria, they will re-
move the kind they can eat and the other is left. That is why
the light goes through the other way. It is possible to separate
the two types by looking through magnifying glasses at the
crystals, as Pasteur* discovered . We can definitely show that
all this makes sense, and we can separate the sugar our-
selves without waiting for the bacteria if we wish to . But the
interesting thing is that the bacteria can do this . Does this
mean that the living processes do not obey the same laws?
Apparently not. It seems that in the living creatures there
are many, many complicated molecules, and they all have a
kind of thread to them. Some of the most characteristic
molecules in living creatures are proteins . They have a cork-
screw property, and they go to the right. As far as we can
tell, if we could make the same things chemically, but to the
left rather than to the right, they would not function bio-
logically because when they met the other proteins they
would not fit in the same way. A left-hand thread will fit a
left-hand thread, but left and right do not fit. The bacteria
having a right-hand thread in their chemical insides can
distinguish the right and left sugar .
How did they get that way? Physics and chemistry cannot

distinguish the molecules, and can only make both kinds .
But biology can . It is easy to believe that the explanation is
that long ago, when the life processes first began, some
accidental molecule got started and propagated itself by re-
producing itself, and so on, until after many many years
these funny looking blobs, with knobs sticking out with
prongs on, stand and yak at each other . . . But we are
nothing but the offspring of the first few molecules, and it
was an accident of the first few molecules that they happened
to form one way instead of the other. It had to be either one
or the other, either left or right, and then it reproduced itself,

*Louis Pasteur, 1822-95. French bacteriologist .
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and still propagates on and on. It is much like the screws in
the machine shop. You use right-hand thread screws to make
new right-hand thread screws, and so on. This fact, that all
the molecules in living things have exactly the same kind
of thread, is probably one of the deepest demonstrations of
the uniformity of the ancestry of life, right back to the
completely molecular level .

In order to test better this question about whether the
laws of physics are the same, right and left, we can put the
problem to ourselves this way. Suppose that we were in
telephone conversation with a Martian, or an Arcturian,
and we wished to describe things on earth to him. First of
all, how is he going to understand our words? That question
has been studied intensively by Professor Morrison* at
Cornell, and he has pointed out that one way would be to
start by saying `tick, one : tick, tick, two : tick, tick, tick,
three :' and so on. Pretty soon the guy would catch on to the
numbers . Once he understood your number system, you
could write a whole sequence of numbers that represent the
weights, the proportional weights, of the different atoms in
succession, and then say `hydrogen, 1008', then deuterium,
helium, and so on. After he had sat down with these num-
bers for a while he would discover that the mathematical
ratios were the same as the ratios for the weights of the
elements, and that therefore those names must be the names
of the elements . Gradually in this way you could build up
a common language . Now comes the problem . Suppose,
after you get familiar with him, he says, `You fellows, you're
very nice . I'd like to know what you look like' . You start,
`We're about six feet tall', and he says, `Six feet - how big is
a foot?' That is very easy : `Six feet tall is seventeen thousand
million hydrogen atoms high' . That is not a joke - it is a
possible way of describing six feet to someone who has no
measure - assuming that we cannot send him any samples,
nor can we both look at the same objects . If we wish to tell

*Philip Morrison, American professor of physics, 1964, BBC-1,
television series `The Fabric of the Atom'.
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him how big we are we can do it . That is because the laws of
physics are not unchanged under a scale change, so we can
use that fact to determine the scale . We can go on describing
ourselves - we are six feet tall, and we are so-and-so bi-
lateral on the outside, and we look like this, and there are
these prongs sticking out, etc . Then he says, `That's very
interesting, but what do you look like on the inside T So we
describe the heart and so on, and we say, `Now put the
heart in on the left side' . The question is, how can we tell
him which side is the left side? `Oh', you say, `We take beet
sugar, and put it in water, and it turns . . .' only the trouble
is that he has no beets up there . Also we have no way of
knowing whether the accidents of evolution on Mars, even
if they had produced corresponding proteins to those here,
would have started with the oppositely-handed threads .
There is no way to tell . After much thought you see that
you cannot do it, and so you conclude it is impossible .
About five years ago, however, certain experiments pro-

duced all kinds of puzzles . I will not go into detail, but we
found ourselves in tighter and tighter difficulties, more and
more paradoxical situations, until finally Lee and Yang*
proposed that maybe the principle of right and left sym-
metry - that nature is the same for right and left - is not
correct, and that this would help to explain a number of
mysteries . Lee and Yang proposed some more direct experi-
ments to demonstrate this, and I will just mention the most
direct of all the experiments done .
We take a radioactive disintegration in which, for in-

stance, an electron and a neutrino are emitted - an example,
which we have talked about before, is the disintegration of
a neutron into a proton, an electron and an anti-neutrino,
and there are many radioactivities in which the charge of
the nucleus increases by one and an electron comes out .
The thing that is interesting is that if you measure the spin
- electrons are spinning as they come out - you find out that

*Tsung-Dao Lee and Chen Ning Yang, Chinese physicists, joint
Nobel Prize 1957 .
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they are spinning to the left (as seen from behind - i.e . if
they are going south, they turn in the same direction as
does the earth) . It has a definite significance, that the electron
when it comes out of the disintegration is always turning
one way, it has a left-hand thread . It is as though in the
beta-decay the gun that was shooting out the electron were
a rifled gun. There are two ways to rifle a gun ; there is the
direction `out', and you have the choice whether you turn
it left or right as you go out . The experiment shows that the
electron comes from a rifled gun, rifled to the left . Using
this fact, therefore, we could ring up our Martian and say,
`Listen, take a radioactive stuff, a neutron, and look at the
electron which comes from such a beta-decay. If the elec-
tron is going up as it comes out, the direction of its spin is
into the body from the back on the left side . That defines
left . That is where the heart goes' . Therefore it is possible
to tell right from left, and thus the law that the world is
symmetrical for left and right has collapsed .
The next thing I would like to talk about is the relation-

ship of conservation laws to symmetry laws . In the last
lecture we talked about conservation principles, conserva-
tion of energy, momentum, angular momentum, and so on.
It is extremely interesting that there seems to be a deep con-
nection between the conservation laws and the symmetry
laws . This connection has its proper interpretation, at least
as we understand it today, only in the knowledge of quan-
tum mechanics . Nevertheless I will show you one demon-
stration of this .

If we assume that the laws of physics are describable by
a minimum principle, then we can show that if a law is
such that you can move all the equipment to one side, in
other words if it is translatable in space, then there must be
conservation of momentum. There is a deep connection
between the symmetry principles and the conservation laws,
but that connection requires that the minimum principle be
assumed. In the second lecture we discussed one way of
describing physical laws by saying that a particle goes from
one place to another in a given length of time by trying
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different paths. There is a certain quantity which, perhaps
misleadingly, happens to be called the action . When you
calculate the action on the various paths you will find that
for the actual path taken this quantity is always smaller
than for any other . That way of describing the laws ofnature
is to say that the action of certain mathematical formulae
is least for the actual path of all the possible paths . Another
way of saying a thing is least is to say that if you move the
path a little bit at first it does not make any difference .
Suppose you were walking around on hills - but smooth
hills, since the mathematical things involved correspond to
smooth things - and you come to a place where you are
lowest, then I say that if you take a small step forward you
will not change your height . When you are at the lowest or
at the highest point, a step does not make any difference in
the altitude in first approximation, whereas if you are on a
slope you can walk down the slope with a step and then if
you take the step in the opposite direction you walk up.
That is the key to the reason why, when you are at the lowest
place, taking a step does not make much difference, be-
cause if it did make any difference then if you took a step
in the opposite direction you would go down. Since this is
the lowest point and you cannot go down, your first approxi-
mation is that the step does not make any difference . We
therefore know that if we move a path a little bit it does not
make any difference to the action on a first approximation .
We draw a path, A to B (fig. 25), and now I want you to
consider the following possible other path . First we jump
immediately over to another place near by, C, then we move
on exactly the corresponding path to another point, which
we will call D, which is displaced the same amount, of
course, because it is the corresponding path . Now we have
just discovered that the laws of nature are such that the
total amount of action going on the ACDB path is the same
in the first approximation to that original path AB - that is
from the minimum principle, when it is the real motion . I
will tell you something else . The action on the original
path, A to B, is the same as the action from C to D if the
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world is the same when you move
everything over, because the differ-
ence of these two is only that you
have moved everything over . So if
the symmetry principle of transla-
tion in space is right, then the
action on the direct path between
A and B is the same as that on the
direct path between C and D .
However for the true motion the
total action on the indirect path
ACDB is very nearly the same as
on the direct path AB, and there

fore the same as just the part C to D. This indirect action is
the sum of three parts - the action going A to C, that
of C to D, plus that from D to B . So, subtracting
equals from equals, you can probably see that the
contribution from A to C and that from D to B must add up
to zero . But in the motion for one of these sections we are
going one way, and for the other the opposite way. If we
take the contribution of A to C, thinking of it as an effect of
moving one way, and the contribution of D to B as B to D,
taking the opposite sign because it is the other way, we see
that there is a quantity A to C which has to match the
quantity B to D to cancel off. This is the effect on the action
of a tiny step in the B to D direction . That quantity, the
effect on the action of a small step to the right, is the same
at the beginning (A to C) as at the end (B to D) . There is a
quantity, therefore, that does not change as time goes on,
provided the minimum principle works, and the symmetry
principle of displacement in space is right . This quantity
which does not change (the effect on the action of a small
step to one side) is in fact exactly the momentum that we
discussed in the last lecture. This shows the relation of
symmetry laws to conservation laws, assuming the laws
obey a principle of least action . They satisfy a principle of
least action, it turns out, because they come from quantum
mechanics. That is why I said that in the last analysis the
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connection of symmetry laws to conservation laws comes
from quantum mechanics .
The corresponding argument for delay in time comes out

as the conservation of energy . The case that rotation in
space does not make any difference comes out as the con-
servation of angular momentum. That we can reflect with-
out any change in effect does not come out to be anything
simple in the classical sense. People have called it parity,
and they have a conservation law called the conservation of
parity, but these are just complicated words. I have to
mention the conservation of parity, because you may have
read in the papers that the law of the conservation of parity
has been proved wrong . It would have been much easier to
understand if what had been written was that the principle
that you cannot distinguish right from left has been proved
wrong.
Whilst I am talking about symmetries, one thing I would

like to tell you is that there are a few new problems . For in-
stance, for every particle there is an anti-particle : for an
electron this is a positron, for a proton an anti-proton. We
can in principle make what we call anti-matter, in which
every atom has its corresponding anti-pieces put together .
The hydrogen atom is a proton and an electron ; if we take
an anti-proton, which is electrically negative, and a positron,
and put them together, they also will make a kind of hydro-
gen atom, an anti-hydrogen atom . Anti-hydrogen atoms
have never in fact been made, but it has been figured out
that in principle it would work, and that we could make all
kinds of anti-matter in the same manner. What we would
ask now is whether the anti-matter works in the same way
as matter, and as far as we know it does . One of the laws of
symmetry is that if we made stuff out of anti-matter it
would behave in the same way as if we made the corres-
ponding stuff out of matter. Ofcourse if they came together
they would annihilate one another and there would be
sparks .

It always has been believed that matter and anti-matter
have the same laws . However, now we know that the left
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and right symmetry appears wrong, an important question
comes . If I look at the neutron disintegration, but with anti-
matter - an anti-neutron goes into an anti-proton plus an
anti-electron (also called a positron), plus a neutrino - the
question is, does it behave in the same way, in the sense that
the positron will come out with a left-hand thread, or does
it behave the other way? Until a few months ago we be-
lieved that it behaves the opposite way, and that the anti-
matter (positron) goes to the right where matter (electron)
goes to the left . In that case we cannot really tell the Martian
which is right and left, because if he happens to be made out
of anti-matter, when he does his experiment his electrons
will be positrons, and they will come up spinning the wrong
way and he will put the heart on the wrong side . Suppose
you telephone the Martian, and you explain how to make
a man ; he makes one, and it works . Then you explain to
him also all our social conventions. Finally, after he tells us
how to build a sufficiently good space ship, you go to meet
this man, and you walk up to him and put out your right
hand to shake hands . Ifhe puts out his right hand, O.K., but
if he puts out his left hand watch out . . . the two of you will
annihilate with each other!

I wish I could tell you about a few more symmetries, but
they become more difficult to explain . There are also some
very remarkable things, which are the near-symmetries . For
instance, the remarkable feature of the fact that we can dis-
tinguish right and left is that we can only do so with a very
weak effect, with this beta-disintegration . What this means
is that nature is 9999 per cent indistinguishable right from
left, but that there is just one little piece, one little charac-
teristic phenomenon, which is completely different, in the
sense that it is absolutely lop-sided . This is a mystery that
no one has the slightest idea about yet .
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